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A study program was initiated by General Dynamics/Convair, 24 September 1964,
under NASA Contract No. NAS 9-3523, to investigate and analyze the feasibility of
utilizing a heat pump in thermal control systems for lunar manned spacecraft and
bases. This report contains the results of the study effort, covering the period
24 September 1964 to 24 April -1965.
This was a general study program -- the study analysis established the
applicability, limits of application and advantages and disadvantages of various heat
pump systems; and defined the most promising system for operation in the lunar
environment. Since a mission or vehicle configuration was not a study requirement,
the report is generalized for the design of a lunar environmental heat pump system.
1.1 BACKGROUND
The heat pump investigation conducted in this study covered a system capable of
: pumping beat from a low temperature source to a high temperature sink. Although
other thermodynamic cycles will also perform as a heat pump, only the vapor
compression and absorption refrigeration cycles applicable to the design criteria
were investigated. The heat pump concept used in this study should not be confused
with that used by the commercial refrigeration industry.
The heat pump systems components considered in this study are required to operate
in a zero-g field. In the survey of applicable literature and as a result of vendor
contacts, it was fouDd that the required heat pump components are still in a conceptual
stage, and data available was not applicable. Since component developmental data was
"_ not available, theoretical performance analysis were developed and utilized in the




In the heat pump application studies, the spacecraft thermal control design requires
system heat rejection capability to be an integral part of the system design. In a
lunar environment the heat dissipation is accomplished by radiation heat transfer.
Radiative heat transfer is performed by fluid-carrying tubes with Internal heat con-
duction through fin tube arrangements radiating tc an environment. The heat rejection
parameters required for system integration are generalized into space radiator per-
formance characteristics. The generalized radiator system parameters include the
influencing factors of en_ _ronmentaI heat fluxes, surface coatings, flutds, radiator






In the heat pump system evaluation and design for this study, the following specified
operational conditions governed the course of the analysis:
a. Condenser-radiator heat rejection temperatures applicable to the predicted
lunar orbital and surface environmental sink temperatures.
b. Evaporator temperature range of 70 to 150°F.
c. Heat rejection capacities of ! to 10 thermal kilowatts.
Data and design criteria were established to the required operating conditions
for the various heat pump systems. The data include various cycle performances
with selected refrigerant properties for a range of evaporating and condensing
w_
temperatures. Component weight parameters are included for sizing the heat pump
] system_. Heat pump system weight performance include the effects of pumping power,
meteoroid protection, radiator fin and tube criteria, condenser selection, etc.
!
A lunar orbital and surface environmental sink temperature range ef 0 to 600°R
i
is pre<lictcd. The heat pump system required to operatr, at any temperature in the 0
to 600 °R range can be selected on a minimum weight basis from tables and graphs
contained in this report. Heat pump and semi-passive systems sized to operate at
identical lunar orbital and surface conditions are compared.
,. The heat pump system will weigh less than a semi-passive system when
designed for operation at maximum hmar surface conditions. Semi-passive systems
with a stcred or expendable heat sink may weigh less than heat pump systems,




conservative assumptions made for this study, however, heat pump system weight
reductions can be predicted. It is recommended that a general study be undertaken to
e:_and, refine, and computerize the heat pump system selection analysis.
It is concluded and :ecommended that a R-11 (Freon 1l) _o R-718 (water) cascade
heat pump system, as defined in this report, be designed and devel_p:d for continucus
operation in thermal contrnl systems of space vehicles for lunar missions. This
recommenda_on is based upon the conclusion _at a condensing radiator c__n be designed
to operate with a constant condensing temperature, when rejecting a constant heat load i






3 I DETAIL PROGRAM DISCUSSION '_'
I
3.1 ENVIRONMENT
3.1.1 LUNAR SURFACE ENVIRONMEI_r -- In the analysis, the spacecraft tempera-
ture control system must dissipate waste heat on the lunar surface. The environmei
tal lunar surface temperature must be determined to fulfill the system radiative heat
tra_lsfer requirements. Therefore, the estimated lunar surfe.ce temperatures for the
study were based on the following ec ,ation:
[T M = 673 sin -- D (1)
Reference 1, where
T M = moon surface temperature (°R), and
!
' Da = time in earth days.
i
The data in Figure 1 show the variation in lunar surface temperatures as a function of
i earth daTs, with a high of 675°R and a low of 220°R. •
]'he effective sink temperatures that a heat rejection system radiates to on the
lunar surface are dependent upon the relative position and surface coatlng of the
radiator. A fiat plate radiator positioned both vertically and horizontally to the lunar







The effective lunar environmental sink temperatures for lanar days were calculated
from the followh_g equations:
4_L ScosO (1+ a) * F T4 (Vertical Plate) (2) :T = 2u





S = solar constant i
= Stefan-Boltzman constant
f
0 = radiator angle relative to the sun
F = view factor
TM = lunar surface tempera::we
T = effective sink temperature
The 1,._a.r right effective environmental sink temperatures were estimated from
the equation of
T = 2_/_--- . (4) i
From these equations the data in Figures 2 and 3 show the effective environ-
mental sink temperatures for a vertical and a horizontal Nat plate. The data show _,.
that the maximum temperature is at lunar noon for a horizontal plate, but is less than ,o
maximum for a vertical plate because of it_ position relative to the sun. Since a !
thermal control coating with an <_/._ = 0.22 has been selected, the sink temperature _
seen by a fiat plate radiator on the lunar surface will vary from approximately 180°R
to 607°R during a lurar day (28 earth days). At a fixed location on the lunar surface,
the sink temperature seen by the radiator will be at or above 575°R (l15°F) for more









3.1.2 LUNAR ORBITAL SINK TEMPERATURE -- The heat flux absorbed by a surface
in space is equal to the product of the incident heat rate of a =iven wavelength and the
appropriate absorptivity of the surface. The heat flux .,ncident on a surface In space
depends on its shape, orientation and distance from the sun and nearby planetary
bodies. A computer program called "ST. NERO", was developed by General Dynamics
for calculating space incident, heating (Reference 2). This program will calculate
incident heat rates for five different surface configurations for elliptical and circular
orbits aria trajectories. Surface orientation may be fixed by two direction vectors or
may be varied using arbitrary pitch, roll and yaw rates. The "ST. NERO" has a card
output option which is capable of supplying input cards for machine plotting by the
Stromberg Carlson i020 pl,Jtter.
The sink temperature is that temperature a surface would achieve if it came to
thermal equilibrium with the space envirot_ment with no heat exchange other than to-
and-from space. The sink temperature is al_o the effective teInperature of the space --
environment, and is the temp_rahwe to which all heat must be rejected. The sink
temperature is calculated as follows:
For tbermal equilibrium,
Qabsorbed = Qradiated ; (1)
I but
Qabsorbed = as Qs -" a Qa + at Qt (2)
, where
Qabsorbed = heat abs(_rbed by the surface, BTU/hr.ft. 2
a s = absorptivity for solar wave length
Qs = incident solar heat rate, BTU/hr.ft 2
Qa = albedo or reflected solar heat from the
planet, BWU/hr. ft 2
a = absorptivity for infrared (therm_ radiationt




The albedo wavelength is assumed equal to the solar wavelength. The radiated heat
rate from the surface is
Qradiated = _ aT 4t s (3)
Equating expressions and solving for sink temperature,
For analysis of lunar orbital sink temperatures, several modifications had to be i
made in the normal calculation. Since the moon has no atmosphere, the surface tem-
perature varies continuously with angle to the solar vector as shown in Figure 1. As
seen in Figure 1, the shade-side surface temperature_ is 220°R. This temperature is
negligible when used in the radiation equation for space heating purposes; it was there-
fore considered equal to zero In the analysis.
The sun-side space heating was calculated by assuming the lunar surface to
be in thermal equilibrium. Since the shade-side lunar temperature is negligible in :-
the space heating radiation equation, there is no incident heat in the analysis. If
y
there !s no incident heat and a O°R shade temrer_ture is assumed, the view factor for
^
lunar thermal and albedo must be the same. Thus for lunar equilibrium, the lunar
thermal radiation is equal to the incident solar radiation minus the albedo. Therefore,
the radiation from the moon incident on a surface in space is then equal to:
Qmoon Qa + - 1 Qa (5)
where a is the albedo, assumed equal to 0. 125. _y
Lunar orbital sink temperatures of a cylindrical con_figuration for a range of alti- _
/,?
tudes, inclinations, orientations and surface coatings are shown in Figure 4 through 30. _._
In the analysis the cylindrical segments were treated as flat plates; therefore, the sink






Mean orbital sink temperatures were calculated from the 100, 500, and 1,000
n.mi. orbit curves and are tabulated in Table 1. These temperatures are calc,_ated
as follows:
a. Take the 4th power of the absolute temperature of each segment as shown in
the machine plotted ctu've at one orbit time;
b. Sum the resulting 12 temperatures raised to the ath po_ver;
c. Divide the sum by 12 to average;
d. Take the 4th root of the average.
The maximum mean sink temperature at any lunar orbital altitude (see Table 1)
occurs at 0 _ inclination to the ecliptic, and at both the side-to-moon alld side-to-sun








3.2.1 THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS--Design and analysis of spacecraft radiators
require coating materials for thermal control. A literature survey was conducted to
select applicable coatings with desired thermal properties. Table 2 shows several
_ promising coatings and their radiation characteristics (see Reference 3). The rec- i
ornmended material coatings and their thermal properties are shown in Figures 31 and
32. Coating selection was based on thermal properties and the result_ of an endurance L
test in a vacuum with ultra-violet radiation.
t
The zinc oxide coatings axe easily applied to surfaces and require a minimum
number of coats to attain the therrral prc_pertles reported. The I_7 potassium silt- :
care bond coating has better thermal prope-rties than the silicone resin bond coating,
arid also exhibited no change in its absorptivity/emissivity ratio during a 1,000-hour
endurance test.
The silicone resin bond coating data were included because the PS7 potassium .:
silicate bond coating exhibited a spalling characteristic. Hopefully, future develop-
mental work will eliminate the spalling without changing thermal properties. The i
PS7 potassium silicate bond coating is recommended therefore for this study.
3.2.2 NON CONDENSING SPACE RADIATOR PERFORMANCE -- Space radialor per- i:
formance is based on a fin-tube arrangement rejecting heat to an _._vironment. The _.
radiation heat dissipation determines the radiator fluid heat transfer characteristics
through the fluid boundary. The heat balance required for space rad._.ator performance
can be expressed as the fin and tube heat radiation, fin conduction, fluid heat ";ransfer !_
and heat transfer through the fluid boundary. The heat balance analyse_ wer_ formu ....
lated in a space radiator p_ ogram (Reference 4), and modified and extended for usage
at General Dynamics as outlined in Reference 5.
Utilizing the computer program, an investigation was conducted to determine what
dimensional parameters (fin length, fin thickness, tube diameter) would have a signif- i_
icant effect on radiator performance. The study was conducted for a given radiator




showed the fin length to have the greatest cf/ect on the radiator heat rejection capa
bility. It was therefore decided to develop a graphical method ot generalizing radiator
perfox mance over a range of fin lengths and effective enviro_.ment sink temperatures.
Radiator performance data are shown in Figures 33 and 34 for thermal coating
with absorptivity/emissivity ( _'( ) ratios of 0.22 and 0.384 at a sink temperature of
342°R. The lower a/_ coat._ng requires approximately 10% less radiator surface
az'ea than the higher a ( coating fol a constant weight flow. Figure 35 shows the
a/( = 0.22 coating radiator performance with the same incident heat rate _._ shov, n
in Figure 34. The increased radiator performance for the a/,( = 0.22 coatL_g results
from a lower environmental sink terr_)erature, 298°R. The data show for the same
radiator performance, the cr/_ = 0.384 coating requires 15% more surface area than m
the a/_ = 0.22 coating. These fig,_res demonstrate the significance of the thermal
coating properties for radiator performance.
The non condensing space radiator performance data were completed for the
following parameters:
a. Sihk temperature (°R): 0, 342, 400, 500, 600,
b. Fin lengths (inches): 2.44, 4.9, 9.8, -
c. Absorptivity: 0. 204,
d. Emissivity: 0.926,
e. Radiator/luid: Dow Corning 331,
'_ f. Fiaid inlet temperatures (°R): 600, 700, 800, 900,
g. Material: aluminum.
The data are shown in Figures 36 through 49.
The Dow Corning 331 radiator fluid was selected because it was considered I
representative for the operating temperatures of the study. The DC 331 performance
data can be used to determine radiator performance, A/w, for other radiator fluids m
from the following relationship.
A _. A x p new (1)






c = specific heat of new fluidP new
c = specific heat of DC 331P DC 331
: The specific heats are de:ermined at the fluid inlet temperatures. Figure 50
shows specific heat data over a range of temperatures for various radiator fluids.
3.2.2.1 Fluid Selection - A method of selecting fluids for the non-condensing
radiator loop is required for the heat pump systems evaluation. The heat pump sys-
tems all have at least one heat exchanger, a circulating pump and radiator. A full
fluid selection study must account for performance in all three units. In addition,
such factors as boiling and freezing points, toxicity, stability, electrical properties)
and material compatibility must be constclere_.
One method of rating fluid performance is the pumping power requirements for a
given heat load. Pumping power is expressed by:
wZiP
__PP= p , (1)
where
P = pumping powerP
w = fluid flow rate _
P = fluid pressure drop
p = fluid density _,
is expressed by: _.The heat load
q = w epATf , (2) _
where
q = heat load _
c = fluid specific heat
.. p 4








The allowable convective heat transfer rate in a tub': is:
q = hTrDLAT , (3)C
where
h = laminar heat transfer coefficient
L = flow length
D = tube diameter
AT = convective film temperature change
e
For laminar flow in a tube the heat transfer coefficient may be expressed by:
hD
NUd .... k 3.65 , (4)
where
NUd = Nusselt number
D = tube diameter
k = fluid conductivity
and the pressure drop by:
i
128 pLQ 128 gLw
zip= = (5)
: 7rD4 ;tOD 4 '
, where
.: g = fluid viscosity











!Substituting equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) into equation (1) for pumping power:
!
3 '
P = 128q [p _ ]
,4 Tf 2 2 k e 2 (6) _P 3.657r 2 D4A T c p ,:
Fluid property terms are included Inside the brackets, and represent a convenicut
criteria for _].uid selection. Fluid pumping power parameter,
I p
F = p2 2 ' (7}, P kc
P
has been plotted against temperature in Figure 51 for several typical fluids. On the
basis of pumping power, Figure 51 indicates water is the best fluid below 200°F.
However, water is usually rejected because of its high freezing point. Above 200°F, _
the dowtherm compounds and silicone-off-type fluids are competitive by this criteria.
3.2.2.2 Fluid Radiator Pressure Drop -- When the radiator fluid _election and heat
rejecting performance have been determined, the fluid pressure drop through the
radiator tubes is required for the system pumping power requirements. The Fluid
pressure drop can also be ,tilized for radiator fluid comparisons. The fluid radiator
tube pressure drop eauation was developed to correlate w_.th the parameters used in
the radiator performance analysis. The basic fluid flow pressure drop equation
through a tube is given by:
1 L
`4P = _ -pV2 f'D-- ' (1)
where
AP = pressure, in lb./ft. 2
lb. -sec 2 ,_
P = fluid density, in ft 4 ii,
V = fluid velocity, in ft./sec. _
f = friction factor _
• j
:_,, L = tube length, in inches














w = fluid flow, in lb./sec.
p = fluid density, in lb./ft. 3
A = tube flow area, in ft. 2 ..
N = number of tubes.
From the radiator geometry, the fluid flow tube area can be related to fin length
as follows:
Tube Area= At= IrDt2/4
Fin Area = A = LN2F/12--- LNF/6
: _,v 4Dr2) lTrDt2 _ 6_Dt 2A A A,At= %-= \-7--/(L_FI- 4LNF (4)
,--6-7
where
At = tube flow area, in ft 2
Dt = tube diameter, in in.
¢-i
A = fin area, in it. _
!
L = length of tube, in inches
N = number of tubes






by substitution Into the pressure drop equation (1) of equations (2), (3) and (4),
the pressure drop equation is defined for the analysis as.
_p/L2 _-_ \/_)(_4)(p__)(__)I1/(12A/wF)(dt/12)41 :,[
-4--' _, [l/,g/w F_ dt 4 ] lb./,ft°, 4= 0 2sl x 10 7 " ' :
where
AP = pressure drop in lb./ftY ):
L = tube length, in feet
H = viscosity of radiator fluid, lb./(ft. ) (hr.) at ;
bulk temperature RI i
p = density of radiator fluid, lb./(ft. )3 at
bulk temperature "_
A = radiator area, in ft
w = radiator fluid flow, in lb./hr.
F = radiator fin length, in inches
d t = inside diameter of radiator tube, in inches.
g = 41,700 x 104 ft./hr. 2 i
5
The viscosity/density ratio parameter (_/P), is shown versus bulk temperature,
in F_gure 52 for the various radiator fluids. The radiator parameter (A/wF) is ob- '.:
tained from the radiator performance data. :;
i'
3.2.3 CONDENSING SPACE RADIATOR PERFORMANCE -- In the heat pump systems _
evaluation study, the development of condensing space-radiator performance was a "__
data requirement. A technique was developed for an approximate evaluation of con- _:_
deasing space-radiator performance. The condensing space-radiator analysis re-
i!: qutred the performance be evaluated from the surface area requirement, condensing :,:--
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3.2.3.1 Surface Area Requirement -- A condensing radiator operates at essentially
constant temperature, and has a high effective co_-ectlor heat transfer coef;icient.
If the heat transfer coefficient is sufficiently high, there will be a negligible tempera-
ture difference between the bulk vapor and the tube wall. In this case, the heat trans-
fer relationsnlps are simplified, and a direct pe_mrn._uce analysis may be made. A
comparison study was conducted to determine the effects of the heat transfer co-
efficient on condensing radiator performance.
Radiator performance was determined [or beveral sink and average condens- N
hag temperatures over a range of "h" values. The resulting data, shown in Figures
53 and 54 for T = 0 and 500°R compare the heat rejection rate per unit area (q/A)
S _..
when the heat transfer coefficient is both included and neglected iu the performance
analysis. The performance analysis neglecting the '_" was calculated ab described
in Appendix A. The comparison shows that the heat transfel coefficient effect on the
heat rejection rate becomes less significant when the "h" is it.creased to a value
greater than about 600 BTU/hr. ft2 °F, and the approxim.ttion is accurate to within
about 10% for ',hc" greater than 300.
The condensing radiator (q/A) data calculated as described in AppendLx A has L_en
plotted as Figures 55, 56, 57, 58 an_ 59 for sink temperatures of 0, 342, 400, 500 and
600 °R, fin length of 3, 5 and 10 inches and a s/F = 0.22. The condensing radiator
area may be determined from the iluid heat oi vaporizatfon, hfg, as follows:
I
w hfg










3.2.3.2 Condensing Heat Transfer Coefficient --The minimum condensing heat trans-
fer coefficient in a tube may be calculated t,n the basis of conduction through the liquid
film. Conduction through a cylindrical body is expressed as:
qfilm 21rk (Tv -Twl
A x In (_-i) ' (1)
where
= heat transfer per unit length of cylinder BTU/hr. ft.x
k = liqui=l conductivity, BTU/hr.ft. °F
T = vapor temperature, _F
v
T = wall temperature, ° FW
R = tube radius, in feet
r. = liquid-vapor interface radius, !n feet.1
Condensing heat transfer is defined by:
qfilmAx = 27rRhc (Tv-Tw) ' (2)
where
h = condensing coefficient, BTU/b_.ftY °F.
Combining equations:
k k ._
h -- = , (3)
c Rln (_i) Rln (__ __) ::
where _ = film thiclmess.














The condensing coefficient dater show "h " becoming smaller as the liquid filmc
thickness increases. To maintain high "h " values, and also to enhance condensingc
stability, it is suggested that additional heat transfer surface area be provided in the
form of a perforated "X" or star section, brazed inside the condensing tube. The "X"
section would be installed as required only in the last few feet of condenser tubes, to
avoid high total radiator pressure drop and weight penalty. A typical tube section with
"X" section installed might appear as sketched in Figure 60. This arrangement will
provide a thinner liquid film, thus eDhancing the condensing coefficient during final
vapor condensation.
Assuming 'he suggesteu tube co.,ffig%ration would insure high condensing coeffi-
cients throughout the radiator len_h, Figures 53 and 54 show that the condensing rate
' is essentially governed by the radiation resistance. Thus the condensing rate is con-
stant and the condensate flow may be determined at any point by the ratio of the total
,i
tube length, i.e. :
X
WL = T Wtot ' (4)
where
w L = condensate rate, in lb./'hr. /
X = distance from initiatiou ul condensing, in feet
L = total tube length, in feet






3.2.3.3 Condensing Flow Stability -- Flow stability in the condensing process is
necessary to prevent liquid/vapor inventory changes within the radiator, and pressure
drop fluctuations and other transients from being transferred back to the system. The
most stable two-phase flow is annular, with the condensate covering the tube wails,
and a central core of condensing vapor.
To insure stable annular flow two types of inst'_bility must be examined:
a. Liquid/vapor static interface stability at the condenser exit, and
b. Hydrodynamic stability during the co-current liquid/vapor flow.
3.2.3.3.1 Static Interface Stability -- Static interface stability is concerned wi'_h
stability of the liquid/vapor interface at the condenser exit. If this interface is broken
or disturbed, uncondensed vapor may flow out of the radiator to other parts of the sys-
tem. Reference 6 defines a "critical diameter" for static stability as "the maximum
diameter tube which retains liquid when inverted under internal and external disturb- 7
antes". Such a tube will assist in providing constant fluid inventory, pressure drop,
and stability when subjected to fluid turbulence, partial slugging and vibrations. The
stable critical diameter is given by:
D S = 1.835 (Of - Or) n ' (i)
where i
o = surface tension, in lb./ft.
DS = stable critical diameter, in feet
Pf = liquid density, in lb./ftY
# = vapor density, lb./ft. 3V
n = gravity ratio, g/gc' in lb. f/lb. m .
This equation shows that ff the tubes are sized for ,_.arth operation ( n = 1 ), static . _
stability will be guarmlteed for low gravity operation. Thea Inserting the properties
_- 20 :_
I
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of water in the equation at T = 850°R, and n = 1, D S becomes 0.15 inches. From a m
} hydrodynamic stability basis, a tube diameter of 0.5 inches has been selected. Then
for static tnterfacial stability, the effective tube diameter must be decreased to about
0.15 inches. This may be accomplished by using tapered tube design, or a perforated
insert in the form of an "X" or star brazed inside the condenser tube near the exit.
The insert will provide the small critical diameter required for static interracial sta-
bili_ and simultaneously spread the liquid film, thus enhancing the condensing heal
transfer coefficient. The insert is perforate, to allow dissipation of any low level
slugging to the other passages.
The condensing radiator arrangement described here incorporates large tube
diameter during the initial phases of condensation to pre ,ide low pressure drop with
stable flow. During the final condensation when velocity and pressure drop are low,
an insert is provided to reduce the effective diameter for static interface stability and
to reduce the film thickness (thus increasing "h ") in the normally low "h ' _'egionof
C " C
the condenser.
3.2.3.3.2 Hydrodynamic Stability -- The remaining stability criteria to be developed
concerns ".he stable condensing process during the co-current flow of liquid aud vapor.
It is important to maintai, a constant, predictable two-phase flow regime for overall
system stability, since different flow regimes require different fluid inventories, pro-
; duce different pressure drops, _nd have different condensing film coefficients.
Two-phase flow stability criteria may be expressed in the form of liquid film
Reynolds number and Weber number at the interface, as shown in Figure 61 (Refer-
er_ce 7). The liquid fil:n Reynolds number is defined as
PLUi
NRe L = /_L (i)
21
_'_ _ < " J '±' ' .......... _..k .... .i, _- - /._._ " i




PL = lJq'.dd density
u t = liquid interface velocity
= liquid film thickness
/1 L = liquid viscosity
Land Weber number is defined as
t
P LUi26
RWe -- gc a ' (2) •
where
gc = gravitational constant .
Figure 61 shows that stable flow occurs for all liqtt_d Reynolds number values
less _ 620 and for Weber numbers less than _ 3.5.
It now is evident that the hydrodynamic stability may be determined by calculating
interface liquid velocity and film thickness. Since relative liquid/vapor velocity and
film thickness change continuously over the length of the condenser, the Weber and
Reynolds number must be evaluated over the entire flow length. A typical condensing
path is shown on the stability curve, Figure 61. The data were for condensing satu-
rated steam at 70 lb./hr, in a 0.5-inch tube. The film thickness was evaluated by
I








The liquid interface velocity was given by
1 dP R2 - (R-6) 2]
ui - dx 4 "J (4)
gL
Figure 62 shows a plot of film thickness against vapor flow with llqL,td flow as a
parameter for water in a 0.5-inch tube. The pressure gradient dP/dx was calculated
as discussed in the sectio,_ for two-phase pressure drop.
3.2.3.4 Two Phase Pressure Drop -- Two-phase annular, condensing pressure drop
for water has been measured and correlated by O. P. Bergelin and coworkers, Ref-
erence 8. The pressure drop was correlated in the form of a condensing friction fac-
tor. The condensate influence on friction factor was accounted fer by the parameter, f;
f = Faw , (!)
PL a
where
F = condensate flow per unit periphery, in lb./'hr, ft.
a W/a = ratio of surface tension of water to that of other liquid
i
PL = liquid density, in lb./ft?
Figure 63 shows the condensing friction factor correlation.
The pressure gradient is then
2
dP lim Ap -fv Pv U
i





f = condensing friction factor
v
P = vapor density
v
U = mean superficial vapor velocity
R = tube radius





Figure 64 shows the condensing pressure gradient plotted " _ ".,_a_,st vapor flow rate
for steam at 850°R in a 0.5-inch tube. Since the relative vapor and liquid flows ar
varying down the length of the condenser, the pressure gradient will change with dis-
tance. The total condenser pressure drop th:, _s the integral of the pressure gradient.
3.2.3.4.1 Sample Performance Calculatiu_ )ata in Figtu'es 61 and 65 show sample
performance calculation results of a condensing radiator. ,' _-formance Js based on
the following conditions:
Fluid: water ;
Condensing temperature: 850°R }
Condensing heat load: 57,174 BTU/hr.
Radiator sink temperature: 500°R ,,:,
Radiator fin length: 5 in.
Vehicle diameter: 12 ft.
Figure 61 shows the liquid Reynolds number and Weber number for comparison to _/
determine flow stability. The calculated data are in the stable flew regime. Figure 65f,
"_: shows pressure gradient, film thickness and liquid interface velocity as a function of _'o_








3.2.4 METEOROID PROTECTION -- The meteoroid protection weight is an integral
part of the system analysis. Therefore, generalized weight parameters were formu-
lated for systems weight comparisons. The following meteoroid properties were ob- R _'_
tained from Refei ences c and 10:
-4
a. Min_num meteoroid mass = 10 gin.
2
b. Cumulative frequency = 10.-6 (_.tts ft./day)
c. Density = 0.5 gin./cc.
d. Average velocity = 30 Ir_n/sec.
The usual meteoroid protection design requirements are based on the probability
of penetration to determine the meteoroid mass. Since this is a generalized study, it
was thought advantageous to base the analysis on the meteoroid mass. This approach
seems justified since the study has no specific mission time requirement which is
essential in determining the probability of penetration. Therefore, the protection
weight data presented in this report are based on a given meteoroid mass.
The thickness equation (Reference 11) for meteoroid penetration of a single-plate-




t = thickness, in inches
m = meteoroid mass, in grams
E = Young's moduhis, in psi
P = material density, in lb./in. 3
The single plate wall in the study is considered the tube wall thickness. The re-
- quired aluminum tube wall thickness for a representative range of meteoroid mass for
the study is shown in Figure 66. The meteoroid design wall thickness of 0.168 inches
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Figure 67 shows data comparing the meteoroid design wall thickness with standard
drawn round aluminum tubing, The maximum standard manufacturing limit is used as
the wall thickness for the tubing. The meteoroid design wall thickness of 0. 168-inch
corresponds with a standard 0.5-inch outer diameter tubing. The data show that tubes _
with diameters less than 0.5-inch will require thicker walls to flLlfill the meteoroid
design requirements. Standard tubes with wall thicknesses exceeding the meteoroid _
protection requirement have an excess of protection due to the design stress of the
tube,
Meteoroid protection weight is based on one-haK of the surface area being
exposed to the meteoroid environment. On the basis of this assumption, the following i
generalized parameter was formulated for the study:
= 6p 0109t (D 4t (1)
w T _ " '
where
W T = armor weight, in pounds
= Pt NL As
P t = armor material density, in lb./ft. 3 i
-- lb./ft. 3 i'
N = No. oftubes
L = tube length,ft. 2
As = armor material cross-sectionalarea, ft.
_ 7r _ D2 i_!"
(2)(4)(144) [(D + 2t) 2 ] :,.
= 0.0109t (D+ t) i
A = radiatorarea, ft.2 _
= NL 2F/12 !
t
-_ Revised 26 _
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or NL = 6 A/F
F = fin length, in.
t = tube wall thickness, in.
D = tube ID. in.
w = fluid weight flow, lb./hr.
Figure 68 shows the meteoroid protection weight data for a constant tube wall
thickness of 0.168-inch for a range of inside tube diameters. The armor weight
parameter for standard size tubing is shown in Figure 69. Since the standard tubes
have different wall thicknesses, the design meteoroid mass for each tube is determined
from Figure 66.
The probability of penetration can be related to the spacecraft design armor
weight and mission time by the following equation:
10-6_.WT_,
=
P = 1- 0.595x 10-8 (_-_) rw , (3)
where
P = probability
, WT = armour weight, in pounds
w = fluid weight flow, in lb./'hr.
T = mission time, in days
Pt = 168 lb./'ft. 3
for aluminum tubing, and a cumulate frequence of 10-6 (hits ft. 2/'day).
!
The meteoroid protection thickness required for space radiators as determined
from the equation presented by Mr. J. T. Taylor, NASA/MSC was compared with the
data presented in the report. The equation was modified for the assumption that the
meteoroid is a sphere with the following properties:





velocity = 30 km/sec; mass = 10 grams; density = 0.5 gms/cc. The meteoroid
penetration thickness was determined from the foll_Ing modified equation .'
i/6 I/3 2/3
Pm Mm Vm
t = 4.22 , (4)




t = thickness, era.
p m = meteoroid density, gin./cc, i
Pt = target density, gm./cc.
Ct = sonic velocity in target material, Kin./sec.
Mm = meteoroid mass, gin. _
Vm = meteoroid velocity, Km./sec. _
A penetration thickness of 0. 138 inches is calculated with this NASA/MSC equation, _
as compared to 0.168 inches used in the study. This repre_en_s an aI:proxtmate 17%
thickness reduction.
3.2.5 RADIATOR FIN WEIGHT -- To determine the total weight of the space radiator
system, the radiator fin weight is required in the evaluation: Since fin weight is de-
pendent upon fin thickness, an investigation was conducted to determ.'ne th:_ effect of i.
fin thickness on uI.ace radiator performance. Fin lengtns of 2.44 and 4.83 inches were
used in the study to determine the heat rejecting capabilities for thickness change of
0.03 to 0.156 inches. The study showed less than 1% change in heat rejecting capa-
bilities for thiokness changes from 0.03 to 0.156 inches. The fin thickness of 0.03 _'_:
inches, which retains structural fin integrity, was therefore used in the fin weight _i:
_.
parameter. The fin weight parameter was calculated from the following equation: i_
w fin tfin _
'_ fin = __A 0.0029 - 0. 0174 , (t) '_
',", w w _--




WT fin radiator fir weight, lb.
w = weight flow, lb./hr.
A radiator area ft. 2
w weight flow ' lb.//hr.
D tube oute " diameter , in.
F fin length in.
P fin = fin material density
tfi n = fin thickness
The data in Figure 70 show the aluminum fin weight rarameter.
3.3 REFRIGERANTS
3.3. I GENERAL -- A refrigerant evaluation w'-Js made to select the refrigerants
applicable to the evaporating and condensing temperature r_nge for both the vapor com-
pression and absorption heat pump cycles of this study. A 4.92 te 610°R (32 to 150°F)
evaporating and a 600 to 850°R (140 to 390°F) condensing temperature range was used
for the evaluation. An 850°R maximum condensing temperaturewas selected to a]low
a maximum radiator-to-sink temperature differential of approximately 150_R where the
I
maximum sink temperature determined in the Lunar Surface Environment study is 607°R.
Refrigerants R-f1 (Freon-ll) and R-718 (water) were tentatively selected for the
i vapor compression cycle based on References 12 and 13 information. Iithium bromi_e-
water a_d amonia-water were centative!y selected as the refrigerant_ for the ab[orp-
tion cycle baued on Reference 13 information. Since the tentative selection was net
current, a form letter was prepared and mailed to refrigerant manufacturers on
12 October 1964 requesting refrigerant properties data. All contacted refrigerant
manufacturers responded by 30 Nove_:_er 1964. Although no new refrigerant data
was received, the information obtained was used to complete the refrigerant selectiGn
evaluation described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
Revised
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3.3.2 VAPOR COMPRESSION CYCLE REFRIGERANTS -- Vapor compression
f
cyclerefrigerantsinvestigateduringthe studywere selectedfrom considerationof
the prest, ure-temperature relationship of each refrigerant with respect to the evapor-
ating and condensing temperature range shown in Figure /1. In this figure, the satu-
ration pressure of each refrigerant i_, _lotted against saturation temperature, and an
area is defined for the eva_orating and condensing temperature range. Pressure limits
b_:sed on a consideration of practical evaporating and condensing pressures were
selected for the evaporating and condensing temperature ranges.
Evaporator pressure should be equal to or less than the pressure of the cabin
atmosphere in a manned space vehicle to prevent contamination of the cabin atmos-
phere when an evaporation leak occurs. Conden:3ing pressure is limited by the critical
pressure of the refrigerant and the strength of the condenser material. The selected
press,,a'e llmits are by no means fixed, and should be selected bas_l on the refriger-
ant and the probable location of both the evaporator and condenser. Refrigerants
R-11, R-21, R-112, R-113, R-11_ md R-718 were selected for investigation from
consideration of data shown in Figure 71. Refrigerant R-114 was not investigated
however, because it has a critical temper_.'ttre considerably below the maximum con-
deasing temperature; thermodynamic properties were not available for refrigerant
R-112, so it also was not iv_vestigated.
The refrigerant investigation undertaken was the calculation of ideal performance
d_ta on a unit h_ad bazi_- (1 ton of refrigeration) for the simple or basic vapor refrig-
eration cycle and for the range of evaporating and cor_iensing temperatures. The
thermodynamic prop_ rties of the refrigerants were used to calculate net refrigerating "
effect, refrigeration capacity, coefficient of performance, and horsepower-per-ton :_
of a simple unit, assuming isen_ropic vapor compression. Figure_ 72 through 79 -_
sl" ."the calculation results and can be used to select the refrigerant best suited for
the evaporator temperature range. _
In Fig_es 72 and 73 the net refrigerating effect (Ah_ ~ BTU/Ib. ) of refrigerants
R-11, R-21, R-113 and R-T18 (water) is compared over the evaporator _ad condenser
teml_rature ranges under considersJ;ion. The refrigerants investigated can be rated y_
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according to decreasing net re_'rigerating effect (max. value first) based on curves
shown in Figures 72 and 73; the rating being as follows: R-718, R-21, R-11 and R-113.
On a net refrigerating effect basis, refrigerant R-718 should not be considered usable
below about 550°R (90°F) since it freezes at 492°R (32"F). The net refrigerating effect
of refrigerant R-11 is better than that of R-21 at a condensing temperature TO, of
810"R, because R-21 has a lower critical temperature.
Refrigeration capacities (ton/CFM or _TU/ft 3) are compared in Figures 74 and
75. Refrigerant rating, according to decreasing refrigeration capacity, Is: R-21,
R-11, R-113 and fl-718. The refrigeration capacity of R-718 is better than that of
R-21, R-11 and R-112 at evaporator temperahn'e_, Te, above 610°R.
Coefficient of performance (isentropic compression) is compared in Figures 76
and 77. Refrigerant rating according to decrealing coefficient of performance is
R-21, R-11, R-718 and R-113 at the lower half of the evaporator temperature, Te ,
range. At the higher half of the T range the rating is R-718, R-21, R-11 and R-113.
Figure 77 shows that the coefficient of performance of refrigerant R-718 increases
rapidly above the 610_R maximum evaporator temperature. The coefficient of per-
formance of refrigerants R-11 and R-21 are almost equal except at high condensing
temperatures where the critical temperature is approached.
i When refrigerants are compared on a horsepower-per-ton basis as in Figures
78 and 79, the rating from low to high horsepower-per-ton is R-21, R-11, R-718 and
R-113 at low evaporating and condensing temperattu-es, and is 1t-718, R-11, R-2! and
R-113 at high evaporating and condensing temperatures. Horsepower-per-ton of 11-7!8
continues to decreasu as the evaporating temperature is increased above 610°11.
The net refrigerating effect, refrigeration capacity, coefficient of performance
and horsepower-per-ton ratings of the investigated refrigerants can be summed to
give a composite rating bv assuming an equal rating weight for each characterist:c.
Over approximately the 1_wer half of the evaporating and condensing temperature
range (Te = 492 to 551°R, TC = 600 to 725°R) the composite rating is R-21, R-11,






range (T_ -- 551 to 610"R, TC -- 725 to 850"R) the composite rating is R-718, R-21,
R-11 and R-113, However, other factors such as stability, corrgsiveness, toxicity,
flammability, handling problems and availability must be considered. Reference 14
reports that the chemical stability of R-21 is not good, hence R-11 and R-718 have
been selected as the refrigerants most suitable for the evaporating and condensing
temperature range of this s_dy.






Lithium bromide-water is commonly used commercially for large tonnage water
chillers, and has bee_l selected for this study on a "most experience" basis. Studies
reported in Reference 14 show that Freon refrigerants R-21, R-22, R-31, R-133a,
R-3C, R-124a and R-134 can be used with dlmethyl ether of tetraethylene glycol as
the absorbent in absorption-refrigeration cycles. The R-21 and R-22 solutions are
best, respectively, on the basis of thermodynamic and physical properties. Unfortu-
nately the chemical stability of R-21 (Freon 21) is not good, so the R-22 solution must
be considered best. Reference 15 reports the construction and test of an intermittent
- absorption cooling system using Freon 21 and the glycol ether. Although the Freon
solutions should be investigated further for space application, they are at present too







3.4 HEAT PUMP CYCLES
3.4.1 VAPOR COMPRESSION -- The vapor compression cycles shown in Figures 80
tl_ough _4 were analyzed over a 492 to 610°R evaporating temperature range and a
600 to 850°r_ condensing temperature range using the physical properties of reiriger-
ants R-11 mid R-7i8 and assuming isentropic compression. The analysis objectiv,,
was to detelmine the m,_s', applicable cycles. The cycles analyzed and tile analysis
results are described in the following paragraphs.
3.4.1.1 Basic Vapor Compression Cycle -- The basic vapor cempression cycle is
depicteq in the Figure 80 schematic and pressure-enthalpy diagrams. Using the
Figure 80 n-mbering system, the ideal vapor cycle consists of:
a. Isentropic compression of the saturated vapor from point 1 to point 2 (or from
the evaporating to the condensing pressure) by the compressor.
b. Iscbaric condensation to a staurated liquid in passing from point 2 to point 4
(throagh the condenser).
e. Isenthalpic expansion of the saturated liquid to a two-phase mixture in pass-
ing from point 4 to point 5 (across the expansion valve). -"
d. Isebaric, isothermal evaporation to a saturated vapor in passing from point 5
i to point 1 (through the evaporator).
Ia this cycle, heat is pumped from the lower temperature ana pressure level of the
evaporator to the higher temperature and pressure in the condenser.
A standard definition of vapor cTcle coefficient of performance is:
CP = cooling load _l )
compressor work '
and the ide_/or isentropic CP is:







QE = evaporator or cooling heat loaa BTU/hr.
QCP = iBentropic hea_ of compression, BTU/hr.
hI = enthalpy of saturated vapor at evaporator outlet, BTU/lb.
h2 = enthalpy of superheated vapor at compressor discharge, BTU/lb.
h5 = enthalpy of refrigerant at evaporator inlet, BTU/lb.
h4 = enthalpy of saturated liquid at condenser outlet, BTU/Ib.
Ah E = net refrigerating effect, BTU/]b_ i
Ahcp I = heat of compression, BTU/Ib.
The thermodynamic limit of the vapor cycle coefficient of performance is the
Carnot cycle coefficient of perfo.._mance, CPc, or:
,3,
where
T E = evaporator temperature, °R
TC = condenser temperature, °tl
The Carnot CP C is shown in Figure 85 for the evaporating and condensing temper- !
ature ranges investigated. _
_,
Refrigerant flow is: _!
,2
wE -- (load or capacity) / (net refrigerating effect) (4) _.
q
: = QE/AhE, inlb./hr.,or
= 12000/AhE, (lb./hr.)/ton, assuming





QCP = (h ._at of compression) (refrigerant flow) (5)
Compression horsepower is:
HPcp = (compression work)/2545 (6)
= QCp/2545, hp.
Compressor displacement is.:
CFMcp = (refrigerant flow)(specific volume of gas entering (7)
= (WE Vl)/60 compressor,
Condenser load is:
QC = (capacity or cooling load) + (compression work) (8)
= QE + QCP
The actual basic vapor compression cycle differs from the ideal by system heat
and pressure losses and compressor efficiency. Heat gained and pre._sure loses in
the liquid refrigerant line between the condenser and expansion valve cause some
liquid evaporation called "flash gas" in the liquid. Compressor losses result m a
heat of compression greater than the isentropic heat of compression; the compressor
efficiency being calculated as:
__heatof compression) Ideal
NCp = (heat of compression) Actual (9)
= AhcPi/Ahcp A
In this study it has been assumed that any losses between the power delivered to
the compressor drive motor and the compressor outlet cause an increase in the actual
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NCp NME NM = AhcPI/AhcPA (i0) '_
where
NCp = compressor efficiency !
NME = mechanical efficiency
N M = efficiency of compressor drive motor, i
The basic vapor compression cycle shown in Figure 80 is the least complex cycle;
a heat pump built to this cycle will have the least number of parts and should there-
fore be the most r _liable unit. The thermostatic expansion valve shown in _his figure !
allows some evaporator load modulation; the compressor modulating valve w_;1 addi-
tionally allow a much larger evaporator load modulation. With a fixed evaporator
load the thermostatic expansion valve can be replaced with capillary tubing and the
compressor modulating valve eliminated.
3.4.1.2 Vapor Compression Cycle With Liquid Subcooling -- The schematic and
+.
pressure-enthalpy diagrams of the vapor compression cycle with liquid subcooling _-
are shown in Figure 81. This cycle is the Figure 80 basic cycle with a liquid sub-
cooler added to the liq,lid line between the condenser and the expansion valve. The
f
liquid subcooler, when installed as close as practical to the evaporator expansion +
valve, will condense any "flash gas" in the line due to pressure losses or heat gained
and will subcool the liquid to increase the net re,_rigerattng effect, Ah_, from h E --.
h1 -h5, toAh E = h1 - h5,.
A portion of the ltqutd refrigerant is evaporated in the subcooler at the e:'apora- {_.
tor temperature and pressure, assuming equal line losses to the compressor. The
capacity of the compressor must be increased t_ handle any incre_ "e h_ total flow. !_
Idea] cycle performance with the liquid subcooler is achieved when the l'.qutd can be _
subcooled to the evaporator temperature or when h 5, is equal to ,:he enthalpy of the _:
,. saturated liquid at T E. _
A 100% effective subcooler was assumed for this study. The basic equations ,





3.4.1.3 Vapor Compression Cycle With Superheater Subcooler -- A superheater sub-
cooler (l_egenerator) is required in the vapor compression cycle, as shown in F_'_ure
82, to prevent compressor sluggin_ (two-phase flow) and increase the specific volume
of the vapor entering the compressor. Refrigerant vapor from the evaporator takes
heat from the liquid refrlgera_ flowin_ to the evaporator in passing _hrough the super-
heater as shown in this figure. Subcooling the liquid refrigerant prevents premature
vapor flashing. As shown in the pressur,_-enthalpy diagr_n of Figure 82, the super-
heater subcooler superheats the vapor from point 1 to 1_ by subcooling the liquld from
point 4 to point 4 _. The result is an increase in the net refrigerating effect or
Ah E = hI -h 5 increases to AhE = hI -h51 ,
aud a corresponding decrease in refrigerant flow (CFM). However the Ah E of the
condenser is increased over that of the basic cycle.
Superheat is defined in degrees of temperature differential above the saturated
vapor llne or the evaporating temperature, T E. The optimum superheat depends upon
the physical characteristics of the refrigerant and the effectiveness of the subcooler.
Ideal performance was calcldated over a 0 to 50°F range of superheat assuming a 100%
effect.lye superheater subcooler using R-11 and R-718 as the refrigerants.
Comprel_sor horsepower-per-ton values versus degrees of superheat are shown
i in Figures 86 and 87 for R-11 and R-718 respectively and for the range of evaporating
and condensing temperatures. Approximately 30 degrees of superheat can be selected
as optimum for R-11 from the Figure 86 curves. Figure 87 shows that the horsepower-
per-ton required by R-718 increases with the degree of superheat, which means that
the superheater subcooler has no significant advantage when R-718 is the refrigerant.
Ten degrees of superheat was assumed to prevent slugging for the R-718 cycle.
3.4.1.4 Vapor Compression Cycle With Compressor Staging -- Figure 83 presents
the vapor compression cycle with compressor staging (often called the compound cycle).
Included is the liquid subcooler and the superheater subcooler shown in Figures 81 and
82. Compressor staging is requ_ed when the condenser-to-evaporator pressure ratio





shows only two stages, any pumber of stages may be provided. Inter-_tage coolir ; re-
duces the temperature of the superheated vapor from the first stage of compression
through the evaporation of a small quantity of liquid refrigerant between stages. Equal i
comprer sion ratio is normally assumed for compressor staging, and was so assume t
for this study. Subcooling the liquid to the evaporating temper :ture and superheats of
30 ° with R-11 and 10 ° with R-718 was assumed for the compound cycle. As shown in the
Figure 83 pressur_ enthalpy diagram, the inter-stage cooler reduces the compressor
d_scharge vapor temperature from point 6 _ to point 6 by evaporating a small portion of
the liquid refrigerant from point 4 _ to point 6.
The heat to be removed from the vapor is
QIS = (hd' - h6)w E •
The refrigerant flow required to do t.his is
WIS = QIs/(h6 - h4' / "
The total or condenser flow is
w C = w E + wis
The equations shown in Section 3.4.1.1 were modified and used to analyze the
Figure 83 cycle for R-11 and R-718.
3.4.1.5 Cascade Vapor-Compressior, Cycle -- A cascade cycle consists of two or
more vapor cycles interconnected to utilize the heat sink of the low-temperature cycle 5.
as the heat source for the high-temperature cycle. The cascade cycle is required
when the condensing temperature exceeds the practical limit for the refrigerant under
consideration. Figure $4 illustrates the schematic and pressure-enthalpy diagrams
!:
of the R-11 to R-718 cascade cycle. In this cycle, refrigerant R-11 is used in the
_ low-temperature cycle to pump heat from the source at an evaporating temperature,
r P
:, rE2, to the condenser-evaporator at condensing temperature, TC2 where refrigerant
?' ii!
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R-718 in the high-temperature cycle pumps the heat at TEl from the condenser-
evaporatcr to the sink at condensing temperature TC1. For this study it was assumed _--
that
TC2 C1 + TE2
TEl = C1 + TE2 2 - 5 ;
then
TCE = TC2 - TEl = 10 o .
For the cycle analysis, it was assumed that the liquid and superheater subcoolers
would be required for both the low- and high-temperature cycles. Superheats of 30
and 10° were assumed for the R-11 and R-718 cycles, respectively. The equations of
Section 3.4.1.1 were modified as required, to analyze the Figure 84 "ascade cycle.
]
3.4.1.6 Cycle Analysis Results -- Significant cycle analysis results are shown in
Figures 88 through 90.
Cycle coefficient of performance over a 600 to 800°R condensing temperature
: range is plotted against evaporator temperature in Figure 88, and compared w_th the
Carnot coefficients of performance (CP) for this same condensing and evaporating
temperature range. This figure shows:
' a. As condensing temperature (Tc) is increased from 600 to 800°R (140 to 340 ° F)
at an evaporaAng temperature (TE) of 492°R (32°F), the cycle with the _st
CP changes from superheater subcooler cycle to the cascade cycle at a con-
densing tempera.'ure of approximrtely 650°R (190°F).
-: b. As TC is increased from 700 to 800°R (240 to 340_F) at a T E of 610°R (150°F),
the cycle with the best CP changes from a superheater subcooler cycle to a
cascade cycle at a T C of approximately 750°R.
39




Condenser heat loadper ton ofrefrigeration(1ton = approximately 3.5 kw)
versus evaporator temperature for each cycle is shown in Figure 89. This figure
shows that, as the condensing temperature increases, the cycle with the lowest con-
denser heat load changes from the superheater subcooler cycle to the cascade cycle.
Compressgr horsepower-per-ton versus evaporator temperature is shown for each
cycle in Figure 90. This figvre shows that with TC increasing, the cy, lc with the
lowest compressor horsepower requirements changes from the superheater subcooler
to the cascade cycle. Two compression stages with equal pressure ratio per stage was
assumed for the cycle with compressor staging. In all three figures the curves for the
R-11 basic and liquid subcooler cycles are _dentical. The liquid subcooler cycle should
therefore he eliminated, since it shows no significant advantage over the basic cycle
and has the added weight and complexity of the liquid subccoler and its associated
components.
There are many variations to the cycles analyzed in this study. Additional
factors, other than those considered in this general study, must also be evaluated to
make the final cycle selection. Some of these factors are: space vehicle configura-
tion and mission; installation configuration; and type of cooling lo_ds.
On the basis of this general cycle study, the R-11 and R-718 cycle configuration_s
selected for application to the heat pump performance analy_is are shown in Figures tL"
i x91 and 92, respectively. The basic vapor compression cycle is selected for the one
compression stage using R-11 and R-718. An i_terstage cooler is included in the tw_- i
compression-cycle schematics for R-11 and R-718. The interstage cooler selected _
includez thc liquid subcooler at the interstage pressure to prevent particles of liquid
ref,'igerant from entering the second compressor. Either of the R-11 systems shown 1_,_.
in Figure 91 can be combined with either of the Figure 92 systems to form the cascade _
cycle.
_.4.2 ABSORPTION CYCLE -- Absorption refrigeration cycles are heat-operated,
_ and make use of at least two working substances, a refi igerant and an absorbent for i
; the refrigerant Liquid-absorbent refrigerating systems operate in accordance with
{: the laws and properties of solutions, part_._ularly with respect to exchange materials _
between the liquid and vapor phases. _
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A 1Lhium bromide absorption system schematic is shown in Figure 93; the equi-
librium chart for lithium bromide-water is shown in Figure 94. The equilibrium chart
is a plot of refrigerant versus ,:olution temperature for percentages of lithium bromide
solution (percentage of salt and water by weight). The saturation line included in the
chart indicates the temperatures and vapor pressures at which solution crystallization
will begin. The salt precipitates out of the solution with crystallization, causing sys-
tem failure by clogging.
The lithium bromide absorption system shown in Figure 93 operates fuUy loaded
in accordance with the cycle shown in Figure 94. The evaporating temperature, T_
(refrigerant temperature at points 1 and 6, Figure 94), is 37°F, and the condensing
temperature, T C (refrigerant temperature at points S and 4, Figure 94), is 112°F.
From steam tables, the vapor pressure in the evaporator and absorber at T E is 0.108
psi, and in the conde,_ser and concentrator at TC is 1. 3504 psi. (Note - Refriger _ .c
tempera_res are read along the vertical or "y" axis of Figure _4. )
Poin*, 1 is at the dilute solution in the bottom of the absorber; the temperature of
this solution is 105"F and its concentration is 59.5%. This solution is pumped through
the heat exchanger to the concentrator. Point 2 is at the outlet e Fthe heat _xchanger. _
where the 59.5% solution has been heated in the heat exchanger to 170°F - the conceu-
tration remains at 59.5% because the 1: lp increases the vapor pressure. Point 2 also
; represents the solution as it ente:*s the concentrator. Heat " ' be added fro_=: point 2
to point 3 to bring the 59.5% solutio_ to its boiling point (194°F at point 3). Point 3
represents the boiling point of the dilute solution.
i
I
With the add'tion of more heat to the concentrator the solution boils, releasing
water vapor and increasing tLe solution temperature and concentrat',on to 215" F arid
65% at point 4. The released water vapor passes to the cot._cnser, where it is con-
dens_d by the radiator fluid. The 65% solution leaves the concentrator at 215"F
i (point 4) and is cooled in passing through the heat exchanger to 130°F at point 5. The
concentrated solution from point 5 is mixed with some of the dilute solution from
- point 1, resulting in an intermediate solution of 62.3% and a temperature of l14"F
at point 6. The intermediate solution is sprayed e" er the absorber '.ube bundle and
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In the absorption cycle just descr._bed, the radiator fluid must remove heat from
the aY2sorl_er in a temper'_4r¢ range approrJmately lo-" F betow the 114 to 105°F range '_
between points 6 and 1 _ respectiveiy. The radi_or fluid must also remove he_.t from
the condenser at a temperature approximately 10"F below the llZ°F condensing tem-
perahtre. The-heating fluid must add hea" to the concentrator in a tcm_--erat_re range
above the 194 to 215*F range of the concentrator solution.
The performance factor (PF) of the abso_tion cycle is defined as the ratio of _he
heat absorbed in the evaporator to the heat absorbed in the concentrator (also called
generator). Idea_- cycle PF will be slightly less than one under all cir._cr Jtances.
The PF of actual absorption cycles is normally between 0.1 and 6.2. The PF falls off
only slo#ly as the temperature difference between the evaporat,_r and the condenser is
increased. The low PF of the absorption system has been a _eterrence to the accep-
tance of such systems for commercial purposes, largely because the low efficiency
results in high fuel costs: This objection may not be of major importance where solar
energy or waste heat sources are to be used. Another deterrence, par:.icularly for
sp$_e use, is the fact that heat exchange surfaces increase, causing a corresponding •
weight and cost increase, as cycle efficiency decreases.
Consider the application of the Figure 93 absorption system to space vehicles.
The absorber and condenser may be designed as a space radiator, and the concentra-
tor may be designed to use solar radiation as the source. Refrigerant vapor separa-
tion in the cc _centrator and vapor absorption in the absorber will be cdffic,_lt at zero .:
"g" conditions.
Reference 16 proposes the use of a vortex liquid-vapor separator and a vortex
turbulator for the absorber. Liquid-vapor separation can be achieved by the centrif-
ugal action of mechanically rotating the liquid vapor mixture in ';he concentrator. ._
;?
l-_¢_er will be required for the mechanical rotation. Ribbon sph'al material in the _
absorber or radiator tubes can be used to induce a swirling motion of the entering
weak solution to create turba]ence for absorption of the refrigerant vapor. ._
These proposed concentrator and _bsorber modifications wi]_l increase weight,






may be to _onsider the use of high temperature heat sources (such as nuclear-type
power supply units) _n board the vehicle for the concen_ator.
Also, consider the modification of the Figure 93 and 94 absorpUon cycle to operate
d_rottgh0ut the ev_porating and ccr_len_ing r_auge of this stud_-. The percent solution
curves of 17iffJ.re 94 can be ex_ _poiated to where the refrigerant tempermure equals
the 859°R (3_°F) nmximum co;_lensing tem ceratu=v. The accuracy of this vxtra-
Joiation is not known since, as far as could be determined, no attempt has bee,. made
to operate a unit at this extreme level. However, by assuming _- _.rat_ lin exten-
sion of the 65_c solution line to a refrigerant temperature _f 39(fF, a 562°F (1022°R_
concentrator (new point 4, _'igure 94) temperature can be calculated. This will mean
that heat must be supplied to the concentr_or at some s_'A AT above 1022°R _ make
the absorption cycle wor_ at a 850°_ condensing temperature.
Another problem at these evapo-'ating and conde_,sin_ temperature extremes i_
pumping power. _he absorb_r r_Lmp _e- an absorption cycle (Figure 93), operating at
a 49'_°R (32°F) evap_.rating te_-_erature and a 850°R (390°F) condensing temperature,
must pump t_.e solution from an absolute pressure of 0.0885 lb./in. 2 to an absolut_
pressure of 220.37 lb./in. 2 . This would mean that the pure9 must have the impracti-
cal pressure ratio of 2490
This discussion concludes that the absorption cycle should not be considered for
the full condensing temperature range of this study, and that an experimental unit
should be built and tested over the 600 to 850°R condensing temperature range. "_h_
absorption cycte can be considered for that part of the evaporating and conde;ising
temperature range tha_ compares to standard practice for commercial units.
A water-ammonia system was sized in Referevee 16 to operate at a 500°R (40°F)
evaporating and a 610°R (150°F) condensing temperature. A performance factor
PF = 0. 335 was calculated for this unit. The unit was sized based on arbitrary con-
stants. Using the Reference 16 weight versus cooling-capacity curve, the weight of
similar units for the heat load range of this study is:
1 kw: Total Weight = 390 lb.
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: '_ The-weight .of the water-ammonia system sized in Reference 16 aPPears _excesslv'e ;' _ '.
for applicant_on to,this stud-j, considering that it operatez only _o a 610°R condensing =
temperat-Lre. -,._- ._
Based on the pr_ceding discussion, co_mderatior of the absorption cycle for use
In this study, was rejected, because:
a. Components have not bee-_ developed for zero "g" pha_e sepa_-tion.
: b. Unit of pracU.cal size cannot be designed for complete condensing tempera-
ture r_nge.
c. Estimated system weights for 610_R condensing temperature and the 2-to-
10-1_, he_t-l_d range are excessive.
This does not mean _hat the absorption cycle should not be considered or de_eloped
: |.
for space use. Some important points in favor of the absorptio- machine are:
a. There are no prime moving parts (with one "g").
b. No oil is needed at any point in the machine.
c. The machine is Inherently easy to control at partial load, maint,_ttng its
full -load efficiency.
d. The machine is very adaptable to any set of working conditions and can be
operated w.4thwaste heat sources.
It is recommended that a more detailed study be made of the absorption cycle and
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3.5 HEAT PUMP _YSTEM CON I_ONENTS -. - : :
He_ pun-u system components have not been developed _r _,:_ue applicati,_, for zero"
"g" l_rfor_ee the '-'state-of-the-art-, m theoretric'_. Theoreti_.al e_.ti_0_ were
-
therefore lnvestigated_nd used to define zero 'N" performance parameters oflhe heat
pump evaporator _d-flutd co_enser design. Appendix C contains the t_estigation
de6crtption. .
- Heat pump component pe_ormance characteristics are defined in the following _
_'ectio_s --
3.5.1 COMPRES_ORN -- Performance characteristics of reciprocating, _rotary and
centrifugal refrigeration compressors (as discussed In References 13, 16, 17 and 18)
:were reviewed, and a centrifugal unit Was selected for use with R-II and R-718 based _'
on this review. In Reference 16 the centrifugal compressor is defined by its specific .
speed,
n = N Q_--/_270 dimensionless3 (1)S '
where
n -- specific speed
S
N = rotational speed, rpm
Q = volumetric flow at compressor inlet, efm
Had = adiabatic head, ft.
6270 = (g)O. 75
For good performance, the design of these compressors should place them L,_the
specific speed range of 0.060 to 0.20. With hermetic sealing of the compressor drive
motor to eliminate the shaft-seal problem, reliable single stage compressor operation
at 80,000 rpm is believed possible. A single-stage pressure ratio, r, limit of 6 is
considered necessary to keep the rotational speed at or below 80,000 rpm over the 1
to 10 kw heat load range. Although Reference 18 indicates pressure ratios of 8 to 10
are possible, a maximum pressure ratio of 6 is considered to be the present design
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- Centri/ugal compressor efficiency, speed and flc.w rate can be defined in terms of "
pressure latio and impeller Mach namber from equations in Reference 17 as follows:
Corrected Flow Rate =
where
w = r efrigerant flow rate, lb./hr.
T i = total inlet temperature, °R
P. = total inlet pressure, lb./ft. 2 , Abs.
I
DI = impeUer diameter, ft.
K. = Cp/Cv, specific heat ratio = 1.12 for R-11, = !.3 for R-718
g = 311.2 lb./slug t
R = gas constant,ft./°R = 10.5 for R-11, - 85.7 for R-718 i
= flow coefficient,assumed =. 2 for R-I1 and R-718
_. = diameter ratio,eye to impeller,= 0.5 for R-11 and R-718 .
For R-11 then ;
and for R-718 then _'
, piD = 78MI -. 3.333 (4) ;"
Pressure Ratio: :_
r = Pe i I + (k-l) k k-l) ._







:. ,_. _ _..
where '- :,
;' 9 = :
Pe = exit pressure, lb./ft.", Abs. ,_
0 = pressure coefficient '.-_
= 0.9N forR-11, ; 0.88N for R-718
c c
N = compressor efAciencyC :
= 0.75 -0.1 MIforR-11
= 9.835 -. 111VII for R-718
Substituting in pressure ratio equation then %r R-11:
=(1 /rRll- = e R-11 + 0,081 - 0. 0108 M3I (5)
For R-718:
0=0'+, /rR-718 = e R-718 + - . 02904 M31 (6)
The pressure ratio, r, is plotted versus impeller Mach number, MI, in Figures
95 and 96 to determine the efficiency of the compressor using R-11 and R-718, respec-
tively. Figure 95 was copied directly from Reference 17, and it includes corrected
speed and flow rate. The preceding R-718 equations were used to construct Figure 96.
Thes_ figures were used to calculate compressor efficiency. The Reference 16 equa-
tion for the weight of a centrifugal compressor and its drive motor was assumed for
this study and is:
WCp = 19 +0.7 (hp) , (7)
where
WCF = weight in lb.
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Centrifugal compressors have:not been desighed or developed forAhe low load _- "
range- (1 to 10 kw) of tht_ study and]or for refrigerant R-718 Iwater). It is recom-
_. _ me_ded"that a design study be initiated that will leadto the development of cbmpres-
" sors for th-s use. The goal hhould bea tine of hermitic-_pe one- and=t_¢o:stage een-
trffugal compressors for use with R-11 or R-718 in the 1-to-10 l_v ,zooling range.
3.5.2 CONDENSERS
J
3.5.2.1 Fluid Condenser -- A tapered tube fl_i,t coadenser is smed In Appendix C
using data shown in Figures 97 through 101 for coudensing R-718 to Dowtherm A- i
assuming, a mean, radiator fluid tube inside diaraeter (din) of 0.20 in., a mean effec-
tive condensing tube diameter (de) of C;.20 _n., and a constant mean condensing film co- r
efficient of 1500 BTU/hr. (ft. 2) (°F). The fl'aid condenser weights versus condenser
heat load are shown in Figures 102, 103 and 104 for the Table 3 ranges of sink, T
s' i"
condensing, TC, and radiator fluid, TCI and TCO ' temperatures. The weight curves
are based on a core pressure drop lknit of 5 in. Hg. and the exact number of tubes
required to make the AP<= 5 in. ttg. These figures show tbat fluid condenser weight
decreases as condensing temperature is increased and as the temperature differential
is increased between the condensing and radiator fluid outlet temperatures.
The condenser weight curves are not linear at the low condensing loads due to the
J
pressure drop and tube number limitations. At most of the 1000 BTU/hr. points the
pcessure drop is less than _.he limit with one tube. This means that the tube diameter
should be decreased to allow a _P increase. For this reason the condenser design is
by no means optimum. Any future consideration of the fluid condenser should include ".__
an optmization study, where tube diameter, tube length, number, told pressure drop
are varied. ,,.
The weight curves in Figures i02, 103 and 104 can be used for refrigerant R-11 ,_
by increasing the weight at the R-11 condensing temperature and load by 10%. The
(,
condensing film coefficient change from 1500 for R-715 to 450 for R-11 will increase :_
the weight curves an average of 10%, _
3.5.2.2 Condensing Radiator -- Condensing radiator weight characteristics are
described in Section 3.5.8.
48 },_
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3.5.3 EVAPORATORS -- A fluid evaporator told-an evaporator.<:ondenser were con- '_
sldered for this study. Evaporator and evaporator-condenser design ch_ac_erlstics
are defined for zero-g performance _ Appendix C (s_e Figures 105 and 106).
Forced eon'¢ectJon evaporation is required for zeru-g performance. _'quatiorm
have been defined, based on test, In Reference 23 for the determination of bolting heat.
flux with R-718 and R-I1 in tw _ted tape or vortex evaporators. In Reference 23 no
_ignificant increase in the boiling heat flux could be determined when using R-718
(water) in vortex evaporator tubes. Therefore, the twisted tape evaporator is not
requh'ed re, R-718. A boiling heat flux increase due to the twisted tape was deter-
mined for R-11. Therefore, the twisted tape evaporator is required for R-11.
The evaporator and evaporator-condenser design effort consisted of the investiga-
tion and development of zero-g performance equations for a t_vtsted tape evaperator
and a twisted tape evaporator combined with a twisted wire condenser to form the
ew.norator-condenser design configuration show_l in Figure 105. The equations are
presented and defined in Appendix C. The detail design of the evaporator and evap-
orator-condenser was not completed. However, Reference 16 evaporator and evaporator-
condenser weight equations were assumed and are:
WTE = 5.9+6.35x 10 -5 QEf°r R-11 (1)
= .9275 (5.9 + 6.35 x 10 -5 Q]F_ for R-718 (2)
where
WTE = total evaporator weight, lb.
QE = evaporator heat load, BTU/min.
The equation assumed for the evapo: ator-condenser is:
WTE C = 5.9 + 6.35 x 10 -5 QEC for R-11 (3)
= .9275 (5.9+6,35x10 -5 QEc)forR-718 (4)
where
WTE C = evaporator-condenser weight, lb.
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; It is recommended that _ detatled design study be made to optimize the evaporator
_nd evaporator=condenser design required f _z'the temperature and heat load r_nges of
this study.
3.5.4 EXPANSION VALVES -- The expansion va2ve provides control of refrigerant
_s _o proportion the refrigerant flow to meet theflow to the evaporator. The objec_,w,
system cooling requirement. If the refrigerant flow is excessive, liquid will be drawn
_: int o tl, e compressor.
The _pe of expansion device depends upon the evapora_.or design and ty0e of load.
The dry-exp_msion evaporator is required fcr space use because it is noi sensitive to
orientation (as is theflooded evapor_ttor). The constant-superheat (thermostatic) ex- = ,-
pansion v_ve and capfllayy tubing are used to regulate refrigerant flow to the &r.y- :_ :
expansion evaporator. :
The constant-superheat expansion valve is u_ed to maintain suction superheat _,
independent of cooling load variation. The capillary tube is used for a fixed load. The
constant-superheat expansion valve will be required for lunar missions because of the
load variations due to the sink temperature changes which can be predicted.
In the thermostatic expansion valve a thermal bulb, urmally containing the same
refrigerant used in the cycle, is either located in or attached to the evaporator dis- *
charge. The refrigerant pressure in the thermal bulb operatea a diapkragm at the [
valve that controls refrigerant flow. The valve can be adjusted to maintain a corstant }
amount of superheat, independent of the load vm'iation. An expansicn valve weigh_ of
2 pounds is assumed for the 1 to 10 1v1¢load range. _l=
3.5.5 MOTORS -- Electric motor horsepower versus efficiency is assumed as show_ i
in Figure 107, based on curves in Reference 25. Values based on _his figu, e were _:
used to size heat pump compressors. Compressor-drive motor weight i_ inclnded in
the compressor weight equation.
3.5.6 PUMPS -- The equatioi_ for pumping power in BTU/hr. is: _
½ -- I_ 77s0 co ' (i) Ji
t
R evt sec 50 ;i;i_
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ci_ = pumping power, BTt_/hr.
P
WRF = radiatorfluidflow, lb./hr. '
AP T = totalpressure rise across pump, lb./it._
i _
Pco = densityofradiatorfluidatpump inlettemperature, I_./it?"=
= !
The eclua_.ion for pump weight from Reference 16 is: " 'r
0.75 ._
.. W = 5.61 (Q) (2) ='p
- where
W = pump weight, lb. : : '_
Q = pump volumetric flow rate, C FM _ : !
3.5.7 RADIATOR -- Fluid and condensing radiator performance are described in
Section 3.2. Fluid and condensing radiator weight calculations are described in the
follo_ ing paragraphs.
Since a vehicle configuration is not specified for this study, a 12-foot diameter
cylindrical rad__ator configuration with circumferential tubes was assumed. In this
concept the flut'.i radiator has tubes whicl_ are spaced in parallel axially, and the con- I
densing radiator has a continuous tube. Since the racliator is not surface area limited,
_he radiator with the maximum fin length, F, will be the lightest when the meteorite
protection weight is considered. For this study, fluid radiator fin length is 9.8 iuches,
and the condensing radiator fin length is 10 inches.
3.5.7.1 Fluid Radiator --Area, fluid flow, pressure drop and weight of the fluid radi.-
ator were calculated for aum '_oad and the fluid and sink temperature ranges shown in
Figures 33 through 49, using the weight parameters shown in Figures 68, 69 and 70.




Fin Length F = 9.8 hi.
TubeID D. = 0.25in
!
Tube Wall Th_c._ness t = . 168 in. with meteorite protection
t = . 028 in. without meteorite protection
Tube Length L = 37.7 ft.
hadiator Fluids - Dowtherm A and Ethylene Glycol
Uni t_ Iieat Load QR -- 1000 BTU/hr.
The calculation procedure is described in paragraph 1.0 of Appc.:dg_ D, using
data shown in Figure 108. Calculation results are shown in Figures 109 through 123.
Results can be presented on a unP. load basis because preliminary calculations show
that all parameters except pressure drop are directly prcportional to load.
Ra4iator area pe_ unit load, AR/QR, versus fluid cutlet temperature, TRO, curves
are shown in Figures 109 through 113 for sink temperatures, T , of 600, 500, 400,b
342, and 0°B, respectively. Each figure contains curves for th2 range of fluid inlet
tem_-eratures, TRI, investigated. The range _f fluid outlet and inlet temperatures
correspond to the temperature ranges covered in F_tres 43 through 49 for T = 0,s
342,400, 500 and 600°R, respectlv£ I. . Radiator area per unit load is the same for
Dowtherm A and Ethylene Glyc_.l since the specific heat ratio is used to calculate tt
A/w for each fluid, and fluid specific heat is used to ca]eulatu flow, -w. Hence.
Figures 10£ through 113 can be used for ._ny fluid.
The curves in r_igm'es 109 through 113 show a minimum as the inlet temperature,
TRI, approaches the outlet temperature, TRO, because the req,_red Dew, WRF = c
QR/Cp (TRo-TRI), approaches infinity faster than A/w approaches zero. These '_
figtlres also show that :'_diator area decreases with increasing fluid inlet and outlet
temperatures and reaches a mini_num when the inlet temperature is a£proximately
20°R less than the cutlet temperature.
In Figures 114 through 118 radiator fluid flow per unit load, WRF/QR, and pres-





the ranges of inlet and sink temperatures. Fluid flow and pressure drop approach
infinity as the inlet temperature approaches the outlet temperature. These figures
show that the curves are essentially asymptotic to the outlet temperature when the
inlet temperature is within 10°R of the outlet temperature.
When a radiator fluid other than Dowtherm A is used, the flow rate can ue c3rrec-
ted by uti2dzhlg tbc ratio of the specific heat of Dowtherm A to that of the other flui-l.
The pressure ch-op curves in Figures 114 through 118 are independent of the heat load
and flow, since the assumed radiato£ configuration tube length is constant. Tubes are
added in parallel as the load is increased. Press-are drop should be c_Ic_ ated fcr a.%"
new fluid.
Figures 114 through 118 show that radiator fluid flow and pressure drop decreases
with decreasing outlet temperature and increas:ng inlet temperature. At any particular
inlet and outlet temperatures the flow per unit load ar_l pressure drop does not vary
with sink _emperature.
The fluid radiator weight per unit load, (WTRF/Q) , versus fluid outlet temperature
curves are shown in Figures 119 through 123 for the same i_et and Mnk tem-_erature
r,mges covered in the area flow and pressure drop figux'cs. As with area, the radia_
ator fluid has no mgnificant affect on radiator v,'eight, even though the weight of the
fluid in the tubes is included in the total weight. Figure 119 includes curves for the
radiator weight without meteorite protection. The curves in this flg_ure show that a
considerable am_',.nt of weight can be saved per unit load when meteorite protection is
not required.
Fig_:es 119 through 123 show that radiator weight decreases with increasing inlet
and outlet temperatures. Radiator weight at one inlet temperature is minimum when
the outlet temperature is approximately 20°R below the inlet tempera_lre. This imi,lies
that _he radiator should be designed for an inlet-to-outlet temperature differential of
20°R.
However, the radiator fluid flow and pressure drop should be considered at this






.b./_t.pressure drop for Dowtherm A when the inletto outletAT = 20°R. This
flow rateand pressure drop do not appear criticalfor thisstudy,thereforethe radi-
atorshouldbe sizedto operatew_th a inlet-to-outletAT of 20°R when there isno
limitintemperature level.
Figures 109 through 123 can be used to sizeany fluidradiatorfor a 0 to 600°R
s,nktemperature range and _he assumed radiatorgeomet_,. The data inth_,sefigures
was used to calculatethe combined weight ofthe fluidradiatorand condenser.
Fluidradiatorweightper unitloadversus sinktemperature curves are shown in
Figure 124 fo" fluid outlet temperatures, TRO, of 492 and 610°R (the evapor_tLug
temperature range of this study), and a range of inlet temperatures, TRI. The weight
curves in this figure are cross-plotted from the curves shown in Figures 119 through
123. Figure 124 can be used to size the radiator of semipassive systems operating in
the evaporator temperature range. A practical operating sink temperature range in
Figure 124 is at the ]mec of ._he curves.
_lhe radiator should be sized for the practical operating sink temperatures, which
for TRO = 492°R is in the 300 to 400°R T s range, and for TRO = 610°R is in the 450
to 550°R T range, From a weight standpoint it is also desirable to enter the radiators
at the maximum possible fluid inlet temperature. The maximum allowable TRI for
most ther real control systems is approximately 700°R. For a TRO of492°R and a '/
TRI of 700°R, a practical operating sink temperature is 400°R, and the fluid radiator
i
weight per unit load, WTR/Q, is 3.02 lb./1000 BTU/hr. At a TRO of 610°R and a
TRI of 700°R, 550°R can be selected as the practical operating sink temperature, and
the WTR/Q is 3.00 lb./1000 PTU/hr.
3.5.7.2 Condensing Radiator -- Condensing radiator weight per unit load was calcu-
lated for a 500 to 850°R condensing and a 0 to 600°R sink temperature range. The
,?
radiatorconfigurationassumed is: 5
FSn Length F = i0 in.
TubeID D i = 0.5in. i_-
Tube Wall Thickness t = . 168 in. _






The calculation procedure is described in Appendix D. Calculation rc suits are
shown in Figure 125. Cor jenser radiator weight as calculated for this study is not
dependent upon the refl "_erant since WTR/W and WTR/Q axe interrelated by the equa-
tion
WRF = Q/hfg and onl5hfg
identifiesthe refrigerant.
Actually,the refrigerantwillaffectthe radiatorweightbecause theradiatortube
ID must be optimizedfor the refrigerantand condensing temperature as described in
Section3.2.3. This affectisnot considered significantfor thisstudybut shoul
consideredfor a more detailedstudy. As shown in Figure 125, condenser radiator
weight decreases withdecreasing si_kand increasingcondenser temperatures, and
_pproaches a minimum ofbetweea 0.75 and 1.00 lb./1000 BTU/hr. atcondensingtern-
peraturesgreaterthan 850°R. This impliesthat,for the 0 to600°R lunar sinktem-
peraturesand for minimum radiatorweight, R-718 {water)isthe refrigerantbecause
ithas a condensingtemperature equalto or greaterthan 850°R.
Figure 126 shows the condenser radiatorweightper unitloadversus s._nktemper- --
ature. Data illustratedin thisfigureshow thatcondenser radiatorweightper unitload
approaches a constantover the 0 to 600°R sinktemperature range as the condensing
temperature isincreasedfrom 500 to 850°R. This impliest:'_ttany sinktemperature
variationwithinthe 0-600°R range willnot cause a similarcondensingtemperature
•variationi_the condenser radiatoris sizedto operateatthe condensing temperature
where the required weightper unitlaadis essentiallyconstantover the sinktemper-
ature range.
This concluslonisvalidonlyifthe Kinktemperature variationdoes notcause a
significantvariationinthe condenser loa4. When the loadis constant,a heatpump
can be designed to operateata constantcondensingtemperature in space, as longas
the sinktemperature seen by the radiatoriswithinthe 0 to 600°}Irange, Itisrec-
ommended thatcondensingtemperatures gleater than850QR be considered in future
studies,todetermine the condensing'temperature atwhich the condenser radiator
weightvariationislessthan 10% over the 0 to 600°R sinktemperature range.
55 Revised
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3.5.8 MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS -- Minor component weights shown in Table 5
can be assumed fixed for the 1 to 10 k_r evaporator load range of this study. The
weight of the refrigerant in the heat pump systems is assumed to be
WR -- 1.2 QE/12 000E_ ' '
where
QE = evaporator load in BTU/hr.
The weight of the plumbing, including brackets, is assumed to be
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3.6 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
3.6 1 FLUID CO._ ENSz_R AND RADIATOR --Combined weight ofthefluidcondenser
and radiatorper unitloadwas calculatedfor sinktemperatures of600, 500 and 400°R,
usingthe condensingand radiatorfluidtemperatures shown inTable 3. The tempera-
tures showl inTable 3 are based on the _.ssumptionsmade inthe prceedingsectionfor
the fluidradiator,fluidcondenser, and components illustratedinFigure 127.
Co_._binedweightcalculationsdescribed in Part IIIof Append_ D were based on an
assumed heat load of 50,000 BTU/hr. and on the assumption that the assoe.iated hard-
ware weight is equal to 1.5 times the fluid condenser weight ff it is lighter than the
fluid radiator. Significant data resulting from these calculations are ;)lotted in Fig-
ures 128, 129 and 130.
Fluid pumping power is insig_icant (as shown by Appendix D calculations), since
a 5-inch mercury pressure drop limit was assumed in sizing the fluid condenser• A
conservatively assumed value of 10 watts is therefore used for pumping power.
Figures 128, 129 and 130 show that the combined weight per unit load decreases
with increasing condensing and radiator fluid outlet (condensE,r inlet) temperature. It
is most significant that the lowest combined weight per unit load at T s = 600°R and
TC = 850°R is 3.54 lb./1000 BTU/hr., almost three times g, eater than the c_ndens-
lug rr_diator weight per unit load (1.21 lb./1000 BTU/hr. ) shown in Figure 125 at
T s = 600°R and T C = 850°R.
Based on this three-to-one weight difference, it is co_ciuded that the fluid con-
denser and rad_.ator combination should not be considered as part of the heat pump
systems.
3.6.2 HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS -- Schematic diagrams of the heat pump systems selec-
ted for analysis are presented for decreasing condensing temperature, TC, in Figures
131 through 137. The selected heat pump systems are numbered I through 7 and shown




Figure 131 (No. 1) shows u R-11 to R-718 cascade system with two compression
stages, an interstage cooler, aud liquid and superheater subcoolers for each refrig-
erant circuit. This was the most complex heat pump system considered. System No. 1
was not analyzed because li,_uid subcoolers _.re not required, and the superheater sub-
cooler is not required for the R-718 cycle.
Figures 132 through 134 illustrate the cascade heat pump systems that were
analyzed. The cascade system illustrated in Figure 132 (No. 2) has two compression
stages, an interstage cooler for each refrigerant circuit, and a superheater subcooler
for the R-.tl circuit. The cascade system shown in Figure t33 (No. 3) has a one-com-
pression-stage R-718 circuit and a two-compression-stage R-11 circuit with an inter-
stage cooler and a superheater subcooler. The Figure 134 (No. 4) cascade system has
one-compression-stage simple R-11 and R-718 circuits. Two-stage heat pump systems
with interstage coolers are shown in Figures 135 (No. 5) and 136 (No. 6) for R-718 and
R-11, respectively. The R-11 system also has a superheater subcooler. The simple i
single-stage R-11 or R-718 heat pump system is shown in Figure 137 (No. 7).
3.6.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS -- The heat pump systems shown in Figures 132 !
through 137 were ar_alyzed for a 492 to 610°R evaporating, a 500 to 850°R condensing,
and a 0 to 600°R sink temperature range with the two radiator configurations and as-
suming a 1 to 10 kw evaporator heat load range, i_
S_stem selection versus condensing and evaporating temperature is based on the
assumption that the pressure ratio, r, per compressor is limited to six. Figure 138
shows the condensing and evaporating temperature limits for one- and two-compres-
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The followingdatais summarized from Figure 138:
Condcnsir_g Evaporating
System (Number - Figure) temperature limit,°R Temperature, °R|
SingleRage R-718 (7-137) 542 492
SingleStageR-11 (7-137) 583 492
Two StageR-718 (5-135} 604 492
Two StageR-11 (6-136) 723 492
Cascade (1,2, 3, or 4-131, 132, 133 or 134) > 723 492
SingleStageR-718 (7-].37) 594 610
SingleStageR-11 (7-137) 766 610
Two StageR-718 (5-135) 810 610
Two Stage R-11 (6-136) _ 849 610
Heat pump system cycles, subsystems and components we_'e analyzed separately
on a common temperature and load basis, and then combined to provide total system
performance. Total system performance criteria for this study are system weight
and power requirement at a particular operating, cond'tion and load. System hardware
combinations are summarized in Table 4 fnr t' e one- and two-stage R-11 and R-718
single and cascade systems.
The selected R-11 and R-718 one- and two-stage system schematics shown in Fig-
ures 91 and 92 were analyzed as described in Part IV of Appendix D using component
characteristics defined in Section 3.5. Assumptions were made for each system based
on the Section 3.4 cycle analysis and the Figure 138 temperature lmits as follows..
a. R-11 System -- One' Compression Stage:
Condensing Temperature Range T C = 585 to 750°R
Evaporating Temperature Range T E = 492 to 610, F
Degrees of Superheat ATsh = 10°R




b. R-718 System -- One Compression Stage: :,
Condensing Temperature Range T C = 650 to 850°R
Evaporating Temperature Range T E : 575 to 775_R
Degrees at Superheat _Tsh -- 10°R
Evaporating Heat Load QE = 12,000 BTU/hr.
c. R-11 System -- Two Compression Stages:
Condensing Temperature Range T C = 585 t9 750°R
Evaporating Temperature Range T E = 492 to 600°R (
Superheater Effectiveness E.sh = ,95
Degrees of _nterstage Superheat ATsh 6 -- 10°R
Equal Pressure Ratio Per Stage.
Evaporator Heat Load QE = !2,000 BTU/hr.
d. R-718 System -- Two Compression Stages:
Condensing Temperature Range T C = 650 to _59°R
Evaporating Temperature Range T E = 520 to 720°R
Degrees of _.,t)er._eat Per Stage ATsh = 19°R
Equal l>ressure Ratio Per Stage. _-'
I
Evaporator Heat Load QE = 12,000 BTU/hc. _'
,|
The weights of tht' one- and two-stage R-11 systems were calculated with and i
without the weight of the evaporator condenser. Significant data from these calcula- _
tions are shown in Figures 139 through 152. Compressor horsepower _rersus evapo-
rating temperatures are shown in Figures 139 through 1.42, condenser heat load versus i.
evaporating temperature in Figures 143 through 14_ and system weight versus evapo-




R-718 systems. One- and two-stage R-11 system weights shown in Figures 148 and
151 include the evaporator-condenser weights.
Fig, ire 153 illustrates heat pump system selection for weight comparisons over
the entire evaporating and condensing temper,,ture range. Figure 153 contains the
Figure 138 data with heat pump system operational boundaries and the selected design
points numbered. Note that more than on3 system can be sized at most of the design
points.
Figures 125, 143 through 147, 149, 150, 152 and 153 were used to determine the
total system weights summarized in Table 6 and presented in Figures 154 through 161.
An example of the calculation procedure is contained in Part V of Appendix D. Table 6
also contains the selected design point numbers shown in Figure 153, the system num-
bers con'_ained in Figures 131 through 137, and relates system size to refrigeratioi_
capacity. Each line in this table contains the total weight of a particular system num-
ber, and type and size at a selected design point number in Figure 153 and at a 600,
500, 400, 342 and 0°R sink temperature. One or more system types were sized at
each Figure 153 design point. Letters are added to the design point numbers to identify
the systems sized at one design point. _me system types were sized at impractical
operating conditions in order to obtain the third point for a curve or to facilitate system
comparison.
The total system weight versus sink temperature figures and conditions are sum-
marized as follows:
System Evapor ating Condensing Load
Figure No. TL nperature, °R Temperature_ °R BTU/hr.
154 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 492 Curve specified 12,000
155 5_ 6, 7 550 Curve _pecified 12,000
156 2, 5, 6, 7 610 690 12,000
157 2, 5, 6, 7 610 750 12,000
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Totalweight versus condensing temperature curves are r"_ ,wn in Figure 159 for
system No. 2 operating with a one-ton load at a 492°R eva_ ; temperature and
sink temperatures of 0, 342, 400, 500 and 600°R. The weig curves versu'_ co._dens-
ing temperature in Figure 160 are for the same system and operating conditions as in
Figure 159, but are for a 610°R evaporating temperature. The total weight of system
No. 6 operating with a one-ton load at a 610°R evaporating temperature is plotted
versus condensing temperature in Figure 161 for the 0 to 600°R condensing tempera-
ture range.
Figures 154 through 161 can be used to select the lightest weight heat pump system _
for operation at any lunar sink tempera_ure in the 0 to 600°R range. The power re-
quirements of the selected system or systems can be calculated using the curves shown
in Figures 139 through 142. :;
3.6.4 SYSTEM RELIABILITY -- The heat pump systems stud_.ed were analyzed to de- _:i
termine system reliability. The results of the investigation are shown in Appendix E.
The data shows the single-stage systems have a system failure rate in the or_ler of
16/106 hours, while the more complex cascade systems are in the 40-to-50 system :
failure rates per 106 hours range. The cascad:_ _y_tems aze less reliable than _he '
single-stage system because of the i_ore, ased nun_ber of _ystem components. The
cascade system reliability, can be improved by _sing the necessary red_.mdant compon-
ents; however this would increa_ s:y_tem w_lght. Further analysis wou_d be useful ,
to show system weight versus s_ stem reliability, but it was conclud,_,d, h,_t this area _
of analysis is beyond the scope _;f this qtudy.
• 3.6.5 SEMI-PASSI_TE SYSTEMS -- Schematic diagrams of the four so: _,!passive ther-
mal control systems considered in *.,his st'ady are shown in Figures ,_ '_ '.C3 and 164.
/
Semi-passive system,_ No. 1 azM No. 2 (Figure 1£2) were i:_ °s," [_-_dby NASA for
consicmration (Reference 27). These two systc_;,s are repreecr.' _:/ve of the Apollo
Command and Service Modules (CSM) Environmental Contro: Sys_em (ECS) and Elec- _
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Semi-passive systems No. 3 and No. 4 (Figures 163 and 164) were presented in
the fourth montMy progress r_port, submitted 31 January 1965. System character-
istics are defined Lu tile following paragraphs.
3.6.5.1 Semi-Passive System No. 1 -- Known performance characteristics of semi-
passiw thermal cont_'ol_yst_m No. 1, from Reference 27 are:
a. System Schematic --Figure 162, Schematic No. I.
b. Component Weights (Dry):
Coolantpump-motor: 10.0 lb.
Water evaporator : 9.3 lb.
Radiator : 75.0 lb.
Total Weight, Dry : 94.3 lb.
c. MisceLlaneous Characteristics:
l_zmp-power (approx. constant) = 30 watts
Linear flow - AP = 80 psi, w = 200 lb./hr.
AP = 45 psi. w = 140 lb./hr.
Water evaporator-evaporation rates not defined
T 3 (on Schematic No. I, Figure 162) = 45°F(505°R)
Radiator bypass valve must not let T 2 fall below 45 ° F.
Radiator a/_ = 0.165/0.92 = 0.179
(as compared to .22 used in this study)
d. Heat Rejection Requirements:
Max. rejection = 7800BTU/hr., T I = 97.6°F (557.6°R)
Min. rejection = 4800 BTU/hr., T I = 77°F (537°R)
Unknown w,_ight characteristics are estimated a_ follows:
Coolant (Glycol) 20.00 lb.
Miscellaneous hardware 20.00 lb.




It can be assumed for this study that this ._ystem will be used for a 100-nautical i
mile lunar orSita]mission and thatthe maxim-:m mean orbitalsinktemperature is
553°R.
3.6.5.2 Semi-P_ssive _'stem No. 2 - RefererJce27 semi-passive t]iermalcontrol
system N,).2 performance characteristicsare:
a. _'stem Schematic -- Figure 162, Schematic No. 2
b. Component Weights (dry unless otherwise specified)
Coolent pump-motor 3.5 lb.
Prhnary condenser 2.9 lb.
Secondary regenerator 7.7 lb.
Secondary regenerator bypass valve 0.9 lb.
Glycol accumulator 0.4 lb.
Transfer lines 3.1 lb.
Glycolinventor5 9.75 lb.
R_diator penalty_ per iuel cell 8.53 lb.
T(,tal We_lht pc r fuel cell 36.78 lb.
Three fuel cells - Total W,:ight 110.34 lb.
c. Miscellaneca'.s characteristics
Flow Power
l_Jmp - _P IPSI) (lb./ltr. ) (watts)
0 64.5 - "_
1 60.0 20.5
5 42.0 21.0
i0 24.0 21.5 :
15 9.5 22.0
20 - 22.5 .f
Frimary Condenser -- A_sumc-d overall heat transfer coefficient _
at: 0.45 kw power level UA Z-'40.3 BTU/hr.°F








Radiatorpanels (two) 180" apart
Area = 28.8 ft'/panel
a/f = 0.27/.85 = .318 (.22used in thisstudy)
"l_ubespacing4.5 in.
15 tubes/panel,tubes 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13 are inparallelfor F-C 1,
tubes2, 5, 8, 11 and 14 are for F-C 2 and3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 are for F-C3.
Area controlis r.chievedby shuttingoffthe f_st and/or lasttibe ofa fuel
cellgroup on eitherpanel.
d. Power Level and Heat Rejection:
Power IIeatRe ection
kw/moduJ - (BTU/hr.):'module
max. "hm. max. min_
Earth Orbit .778 .778 1290 1290
Transl_4mr Coast .732 .563 1210 910
I_nar Orbit .711 .563 1170 11
e. System Temperatures:
Fig. 162
Schematic 2 Min, Po;ver Level Max. ,Power L vel
Location P = 0.45 kw P = 1.6 kw
1 192"F 344°F
2 161°F 169"F
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The temperatures listed above are based on the following conditions or
assumptlon_:
Glycol flow rate: 44.3 lb./hr. 52.1 lb./hr.
Primary flow rate at point 2: 6.11 lb./hr. 6.58 lb./hr.
Ts (environment) = 0°R
Heat loss from F-C module = 250 BTU/hr.
Secondary control range = 160 - 170°F !
Primary flow rate, H2 pump = 3.4 CFM.
A 100-nautical mile lunar orbit can also be assumed _or this system.
3.6.5.3 Semi-Passive Systems No. 3 and No. 4 --The semi-passive thermal control
systems shown in Figures 163 and 164 h_ve common components except for the heat
sink. An e.xpendable heat sink was assumed for the Figure 163 system, and a stored
heat sink _vas assumed for t},e Figur_ 164 system.
The expendable heat sLnk system assumed in Figure 163 is essentially identical to
system No. 1 (Figure 162). Semi-passive system No. 3 and No. 4 weights without the
heat sink axe tabulated in Table 7 for five operating conditions.
System weights for conditions one through four of Table 7 axe based on the weight
of semi-passive system No. 1 less its radiator weight, but includes the fluid radiator
weight. System weight for condi_on five is based on the weight of semi-passive sys-
tem No. 2 less its radiator weight, but also includes the fluid radiator weight. Data
taken from Figures 119 through 124 with the condition temperatures and load, were _
used to determine fluid radiator weights. _
Table 7 iucludes the design conditions and weights of the heat pump systems that _.
compare wi_h the semi-passive systems which operate at conditions one, two and three. _
Conditions four and five were selected to compare semi-passive systems No. 1 and









3.7 SYSTEM COMPARISON AND DISCUS3IO_:
3.7.1 HEAT PUMP SYSTEI_LS --Figures 154 through 161 were used to selectthe heat
pump systems bab._don minimum weight,for operationat lunarorbitaland surface
conditions.Selectedsystems are tabulatedby design condition,evaporatingtemper-
ature,and coolingloadinTable 8. Figures 132 through 137 system numbers are used
to identify the selected _ystems.
Table 8 contains a listing of the condensing temperature, power requirement, and
weight of each selected rystem. Maximum sink temperatures on the lu:mr suriace and
at 100, 500 and 1000 nautical mile orbits define the design conditions numbered one
through four, respectively. System No. 5 and No. 6 are selected for the 492°R evap-
orating temperatdr_,s of design conditions three and four; however, system No. 5 (the
lightest weight _stei_) will not operate at a 492 °R condensing temperature.
The curves si_own in Figure 158 were used to interpolate system weights at a
12,000 BTU/hr. (3.51 kw) load to the 1 and 10 kw loads. Figures 139 through 142
were used to determine the power required by each system.
The Table 8 data demonstrates that Figures 154 through 161 can be used to deter-
mine the minimum weight heat pump system (of the six analyzed) for operation at any
sink temperature in the 0 to 600°R range. System weight and power requirements
appear reasonable, considering the many assumptions made to size and combine
components.
A reduction in system weight and power can be predicted to result from more
detailed study, because conservative assumptions were made. For example, Figures
159 and 160 indicate that system No. 2 weight can be reduced by increasing the con-
densing temperature. This adds emphasis to the recommendation previously made
(see in paragraph 3.5.7.2) because a system weight reduction i_ indicated as possible,
in addition to operation independent of sink temperature (within the 0 to 600°R range)
by investigating condensing temperatures beyond 850°R.
A future investigation of heat pumps should include, in addition _o an investigation
of higher condensing temperatures, the following:
67
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a. Design and devP(opment of heat pump components for zero-g performance.
b. Determination of optimum evaporator-condenser temperatures for cascade
systems using R-11 and R-718.
c. Determination o5 optimum compressor presstu-e ratio per stage for R-11 and
R-718 multistage systems. !
d. Computerization of the general heat pump system analysis to facilitate system
selection, increase the temperature points, and refine system performance
parameters.
3.7.2 SEMI-PASSIVE SYSTEMS -- Four semi-passive thermal control systems are
described in Section 3.6.5. The estimated weight (without heat sink) of semi-passive
systems No. 3 and No. 4 at five design conditions are shown in Table 7 for comparison
with semi-passive systems No. 1 and No. 2 and the heat puml= systems selected as
shown in Table 8.
Semi-passive system No. 1 weight is estimated as 134.3 pounds and is assumed
to reject 7800 BTU/hr. to a 400°R sink temperature with a 557.6°R radiator fluid inlet
and a 505°R outlet temperature. Table 7 shows, based on the fluid radiator only, that
semi-passive systems No. 3 and No. 4 operating at the same conditions will weigh
only 90.5 pou'lds, 43.8 pounds less than semi-passive systcm No. 1. The weight dif-
ference is due to radiator weight which is not defined in l_eference 27; however_ it is i
suspected that the semi-passive system No. 1 radiator weig:=t as shown includes a
redundant radiator system. It should be noted that the fluid radiator weigats shown iv ;
Table 7 are not area limited, while that of the semi-passive :s prebably area limited.
The 103.71-pound weight shown in Table 7 for semi-passive systems No. 3 and _:
7'
No. 4 for condition five compares with the 110.34-pound weight of semi-passive sys- :._
tern No. 2, which is designed to operate at conditions five. Since the weight of semi-
passive systems No. 1 and No. 2 compares favorably with that of systems No. 3 and !.
No. 4, system No. 3 and No. 4 weights at design conditions one through three can be
compar_ with +_e heat pump system weights.
Semi-passive systems No. 3 and No. 4 designed: (a) to operate at condition one
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pounds; and (c) at condition three will weigh 69.65 pounds. At similar conditions (a.
and b. ) heat pump system No. 6 will weigh 75.25 pounds, and heat pump system No. 5
will weigh 63.25 pounds, respectively. Therefore, the heat pump systems designed
to operate at semi-passive conditions one and two are Hghter than the semi-passive
systems.
Semi-passive systems No. 3 and No. 4, designed to operate at condition three,
can be compared with heat pump systems designed to operate with a TE = 492°R an_,
reject heat to a TS of 607, and 553°R. Heat pump system No. 2 will weigh 113.1
pounds when designed to reject 1 kw to TS = 607°R at TE = 492°R. Semi-passive
systems No. 3 and No. 4 designed for condition three can have heat sinks weighing
113.1 -69.65 = 43.45 lb. to make equal system weights. An expendable heat sink of
43.45 pounds ot water will reject 1 kw for 12.72 hours assuming a hfg = 1000 BTJ/hr.
at T E = 492°R. I-i_wever, on the lunar surface the sink _emperature will be above the
400°R semi-passive system design point for almost 13 earth days, so the expendable
heat sink :equired for the semi-passive system will make the total weight exceed that
of the heat pump system.
Heat pump system No. 6 will weigh 108 pounds when designed to reject 1 kw to
TS = 492°R. Semi-passive systems No. 3 and No. 4 designed for condition three can
have a heat sink weighing 108.1 - 69.65 = 38.45 lb. An expendable heat sink of 38.45
pounds of water will reject 1 kw for 11.27 hours, assuming hfg 1000 BTU/lb. at
T E = 492°R. The TS = 553°R condition is for a 100 n.m. lunar orbit. One orbit lasts
approximately 2.1 hours. A semi-passive system design will be lighter for tbe orbital
case, since TS wit __be above 4( _°R for considerably less than one-half the 2.1-hour
orbit time.
This system comparison discussion leads to these conclusions: (a) semi-passive
systems cannot compete with heat pump systems for continuous operation on the lunar
surface; and (b) semi-passive systems are competitive with heat pump systems for
orbital missions.
3.7,3 SELECTED HEAT PUMP SYSTEM -- This general study has shown that the heat
pump concept is feasible for application to space vehicle thermal control sy_t _,s.
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Based on weight and power requirements, heat pump systems can also compete with
semi-passive systems. Heat pump system components however have not heretofore r
been designed or developed for space use (zero-g performance), i
Heat pump system No. 2.(Figure 132), an R-11 to R-718 cascade system with
condensing radiatoi, is the recommended system, since it can be designed to reject
heat at a constant condensing temperature to any sink temperature in the 0 -600°R
lunar range. The princJpM advantage of this system is that it can be used continuously
from the environment of earth's surface to and on the lunar surface. The principal
disadvantage of the selected system is that of the systems considered, it is the most
complex and least reliable. _
Many problems and problem areas require investigation and solution to develop
the recommended cascade system for space use. These problems include:
a. System components must be designed for zero-g performance.
b. Higher temperature materials require investigation for use in the condensing
radiator.
c. Refrigeration cycle components require development for use with R-718
(water).
d. "Off-design" performance must be carefully checked to insure that reiriger-
' ant R-718 will uot freeze.
3.1.4 "OFF-DhSIGN" CONSIDERATION -- Performance of the constant condensing
temperature radiator must be cal,.ulated for the 0 to 600°R sink temperature range _
and a range of loads to verify the design and determine the permissible load variation.
It is estimated that off-_esiga performance calculations for the heat pump system will
be one step in an lterative process to arrive at a -_mal design. For example, an off-
design point calculation may show that R-718 (water) will freeze in the evaporator of
t
a particular design. In this case the design condensing temperature can be increased





It appears feasible to deslg_, a heat pump system so that _ will operate as a semi-
passive system when tl.e load and sink temperature will allow this off-design perform-
a_uee. Consider heat pump system.! Nu. 7, a single stage R-!I system (see Figure 137),
and assume that it has been designed to operate with a condensing temperature close
to the top of the sink temperatur._ range. A sink temperature drop will cause a cor-
responding drop in condensing temperature and +.he condensing temperat,.re will ap-
proach the evaporator temperature. When this happens, the heat pump is no longer
needed, and the refrigerant and its circuit can be used as a semi-passive n_at trans-
port fluid loop. This can be done by installing a fluid pump in par_21el with the com-
pressor, and expansion valve byl_ss and associated valves and controls, so thmt the
same evaporator, condensing radiator, and interconnecting piping can be used.
Extensive off-design calculations will be required to design two-system operation
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4 I CONCLUSIONS
The following heat pump systems for space vehicle thermal control in a lunar environ-
meat were reviewed and evaluated:
a. Basic vapor compression and absorption cycles.
b. Basic vapor compression cycle with liquid subcooling.
c. Item b plus superheater subcooler.
d. Item c plus compressor staging,
e. Cascade or multiple refrigerant cycle.
To completely define and evaluate the systems, related component performance
characteristics, weights and reliability were utilized. ComponenLs include pumps,
radiators, heat exchangers, expansion valves, etc. Heat pump systems were investi-
gated for the following: (a) 0 to 600°R lunar orbital and surface sink temperature
range; (b) refrigerants R-11 and R-718; (c) 600 to 850"R condensing temperature range;
(d) 492 to 610°R evaporating temperature range; and (3) a 1-to-10 thermal kilowatt heat
rejection range.
It is concluded from the study that an R-11 to R-718 cascade heat pump system as
defined in this report can be designed and developed for continuous operation in ther-
mal control systems of space vehicles for lunar missions. This s_rstem selection was
based on minimum weight and the conclusion that it can I. , d_signed to operate continu-
ously throughout the lunar mission (from earth surface _o :,_d on the lunar surface}.
System data figures ale presented so that heat pump systems may be selected on




range. Heat pump systems so selected compare favorably with semi-passive systems.
A semi-l_Ssive system designed to maintain a minimum temperature of 610°R
while rejecting 1 kw of heat to a 600°R sink was found to weigh 11.92 pounds more
than the lightest weight l-eat pump system for the same condition. However, heat
pump system weights shown in this study can be reduced since conservative assump-
tions were made In defining component characteristics. It iz recoramended that this
general system selection ana_ysts be computerized to increase the number and range
of temperature points and facilitate component optimization.
Other significant conclusions reached during the study are:
a. A condensing radiator will always be lighter than the fluid condeaser and
radiator combination.
b. Heat pump system components have not as yet been develeped for zero-g
pemormanee.
c. Vapor cycle compon_.nts have not as yet been developed for use with refrig-
e1 ant R-718.
d. A condensing radtetor can be designed to operate at a constant condensing
temperature while rejecting heat _o any temperature in the 0 to 600°R sink




e. The absorption cycle uvit will be too heavy fer the 1 ; 10 kw load range of "_
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5 I RECOMMENDATIONS --_
I
5.1 ENGINEER_,_G STUDY RECOMMENDAY.ION
It is recommended that an engineering study be Initiated to design and develop the
R-l] to R-718 cascade heat pump system for operation at a constant condensing
temperature. The recommended study should include:
a. Determination of the condensing temperature that will remain conztant when
the condensing radiator is rejecting 1 to 10 kw of heat to any sink tempera-
ture in a 0 to 600°R range.
b. Development of condensing radiator performance data te include size and
weight for ep,_ration at the selected condensing temperature.
c. Preliminarily design of the cascade system components for operation in a
zero-g environment using refrigerants R-11 and R-718.
d. Calculation of the cascade heat pump system p_rformance characteristics to
include weight and power requirements for a 492 to 610°R evaporating and
0 to 6O0°R sink temperature range, and a cooling load range of 1 to 10 kw.
e. Calculation of the off-design performance of systems designed in (d.) to
determine performance limitations.
5.2 GENERAL STUDY RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that a general study be initiated to expand, refine, and computerize
the heat pump system selection analysis. Tt-e recommended study should:
a. Con,puterize the heat pump system selection analysis for a 492 to _I0°R
evaporating, a 500 to !t00°R condensing and a 0 to 650*R sink temperature,
and a 1 to 10 kw cooling load range.
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b. Determine heatpump system component pcrforrna.lcecharacteristicsfo_
operationina zero-g environment.
c. Optimize compressor staging and the evaporator-condensertemperatures lor !
nlulti-s_Igeand cascade systems.
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100 n.mi. 0° SidetoSun 553 0
45° Sideto Sun 517 0
90° Sideto Sun 378 276
100 n.rni. 0° Sideto Moon 553 0
45° Sideto Moon 517 0
90" Side to Moon 376 376
100 n. mi. 0° End to Moon 490 0
45 ° End to Moon 480 0
90° End to Moon 378 378
500 n. mt. 0 ° Side to Sun 476 0
45 ° Side to Sun 452 369
90= Side to Sun 377 375
500 n. mi. 0 ° Side to Moon 477 0
45 ° Side t_) Moon 452 346
90° SidetoM,_,,_n 375 375
500 n.mi. 0° End to Moon 392 0
45° End to Moon 395 341
90e End to Moon 377 377
1000 n. mi. 0° Side to Sun 434 0
45* Side to SUn 418 369
90 ° Side to SUn 373 372
1000 n. mi. 0= Side to Moon 434 0
45 ° Side to Moon 418 344
90 ° Side to Moon 372 372
1000 n. m'_'. 0s End to Moon 373 0
45 ° End to Moon 374 341
90 ° End to Moon 373 373
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Table 2. Surface Co_tings Thermal Properties
Material Type Measured Radiation Characteristics :
Vehicle Pigment Before,_ After % Change oJ _
t
liltcone TIO 2, unttnted 0.30 0.81 0.33 0.84* ' 5.7
_ilicone TtO2, tinted 0.26 0.84 0.37 0.83* 30.0
PS7 Potassium SPO 500 Zinc 0.204 0.926 0.204 0.926** 0
_illcate oxide




* 50 hr. Invacuum









Table 3. Fluid Radiatc-r and Condenser Temperatures
TS TC TRI --TCO TRO --TCI
600 850 700 620 640, 660
600 850 800 620, 640, 660
SO 850 850 620 640, 660
6(J_) 800 700 620 640, 660
600 800 800 620 640, 660
_00 700 700 620 640, 660
500 800 600 520, 540, 560
500 800 70_ 520 540, 560
500 8()0 300 520 540, 560
500 700 600 520 540, 560
500 700 700 520 540, 560
500 660 600 520 540, 560
400 800 600 450 500, 550
4C0 800 700 450 500, 550
400 800 800 450 500, 550
400 700 600 450 500, 550
400 700 700 450 500, 550
400 600 600 450 500, 550
T S --" Sink Temperature, °R
T C = Condensing Temperature, °R
TRI = Radiator Inlet Temperature, °R
TRO = Radiator Outlet Temperature, °R
TCI = Condenser Inlet Temperature, °R






















*Obtained from Table 20 of Reference 16 and from Reference 13, or
assumed as shown.
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Figure 3. Estimated Sink Temperature for Horizontal Flat Plate on Moon Surface
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Figure 79. Horsepower per Ton - R-718 (Water)
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Figure 81. Vapor Compression Cycle with Liquid Subcooling
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Figure 84. Cascade Vap,'r-Compresslon Cycle }
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Figur_ 117. Radiator Fluid Flow Per Unit Load and h P Vs. Fluid Outlet
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Figure 118. Radiator Fluid Flow Per Unit Load and A p Ve. Fluid Outlet _.
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Figure 119. Radiator Weight Per Unit Load Vs. Fluid Outlet Temperature -
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Figure 120. Radiator Weight Per Unit Load Ve. Fluid Outlet Temperature -
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Figure 121. Radiator Weight Per Unit Load Vs. Fluid Outlet Temperature -
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Figure 122. Radiator Weight Per Unit Load Vs. Fluid Outlet Temperature - _
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F!gure 123. Radiator Weight Per Unit Load Vs. Fluid Outlet Temperature -
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Figure 156. Total Syste_l Weight Vs. Sink Temperature - T E = 610°R, TC = 690OR ,_,
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Figure 159. Total System Weight Vs. Condens_g Temperature,
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FlgtLre 163. Semi-Passive Thermal Control With Expendable Heat Sink -
System Schematic No. 3
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Ftgure le4. Semi-Passive T_ernral Control With Stored Heat Sink -











Condensing radiator performance may be calculated when the condensing heat transfer
coefficie]_t is sufficiently high to neglect the film thermal reslstaJ_ce. As discussed
in Section 3.2.3, the condensing coefficient will be sufficiently high to make this
assumption, and in this case, the fin root temperature will equal the fluid temperature.
The heat radiated from the fin is:
qrad
A - E,f (Tc4-Ts4), (1)
where
qrad/A = heat radiated per unit surface area BTCT/hr. ft. 2
E = coating emissivity
a = Stefan Boltzman constant. 0. 171 x 10-8
BTU/hr. ft. 2 o R4 t_
_f = fin effectiveness equal to the ratio of actual heat rejected to heat
rejected if the fin temperature was uniform and equal to the root
temperatur e
T C = Condensing temperatu£e, °R
T S = sink temperature, °R
The fin effectiveness is evaluated from curve fit data presented by Mackay,
Reference 4. Mackay's _ f definition is different from that used here and is modified
by the program as follows:
7/Mackay (2)
rlf- = 4 "
1- T('_C ) Revised
A-I August 1965
Y _- I,, • u, | I .
1965021585-274
"4
,.- GD/C-65-120 _- "
Input ,:o the progTam is:
1. The fin effectiveness curve fit constants, A i, Bi, Ct, D i, Ei, listed at the
end of the program
2. T C - condensing temperature, °R
3. TS - sink temperature, °R
-7
4. E M - coating emissivity
5. ZLFIN - fin leng_d_, in Inches
6. CO- fin conductivity, BTg/hr. ft. °F !
7. "£H - fin thickness, in inches ?
The condensing radiator program wa_ programmed in Fortran for the Cont.'ol !_














50"FORMAT ( 8F10.3 )
53 FORMAT ( 5El2.0 )
TS4=TS*_4
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DERIVATION OF LIQUID/VAPOR INTERFACE -
RADIUS AND CONDENSING PRESSURE DROP ,_
The assumption is m,'me that Inertia effec+s in the condensate film are _ncluded in the
friction facto,," curw- of Figure 64. Thus the liquid/vapor flow regime will be in force
equilibrium at sufficiently high velocity to ignore any gravity forces present.
The force balance on a liquid element within the annular film is:
p+d__PdXdx m:
m
2_rrdrP+ 27rrrdx= 2vrdr p+ dP dx + 2_r(r + dr) f _'_'r/dr dx (1)
summing terms,
-2_r dxdr : -2rrrdx+ 2v rr "_r dr
tdr , 2]
+ rdr + /--_r)dr J dx (2)
then simplifying and neglecting infinitesimals,










The '_ntegratlon constant C. !s evaluated by the boundary,condition at the tube wall




(_------) = Rr + C2 W _
R 2 dP
C = 2 dx R, (5)w
Resubstituttng,
_ 1.2
; _-x = r, - Rr (6) :-
• W
The shear stre_s at the wall may be evaluated by taking a force balance at the tube
wall,
_R2Ap = -27rRr Ax
W
f
dP llm AP -2._w
dx - Ax-_0 Ax R (7)
substl_ting into equation (6), i
R -r 2) dP R 2 dP '"_" 2 dx = rT + 2 dx ' (8) !.
then,
-r dP
_-; --- = _. (9)2 d×
,_ r_
. 1
mn$1u m mnln n , _ . m m -" _ --- I II
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The shear stress is related to liquid velocity gradient by
du r dP
,u - -, - (lO)L dr 2 dx
The liquid velocity, is, by integration,
gLf du = dxj2dPfr dr (11)
then,
dP r2
+ C (12)/_Lu = dx 4
The boundary condition is u = 0 at r = R.
Then,
dP R2
C = (13) -dx 4
Resubstituttng,
dP [ R2.r2.] (14) -/_L u : - d--x 4 "
The liquidflowrateis obtainedby
R u2r,rdr, (15) --
WL = PL ri
or
[ ]wL/R /R 2rd, 2r2- 2urdr = dr (16)





T rom integration and substitution of limits:
?
WL 1 dP /.,.2 2_ 2
_rpL 8g L dx - r t (17) _
Finally solving for th_ interface 'adtus,
1
ri = _- 8 = R2- (18)
dP /
The pressure gradient may be e:-aluated from the two-phase friction factor data
of Reference 8 as follows. The pressure gradient is
dP lira A P _4fv pvl _2 _ fvPv_2 }
M
-_-= Ax--_0 Ax M 2R2g Rg (19)
The friction factor f is evaluated by Figure 63, taken from Reference 8. The mean
v
x





The mean liquid interface velocity is given by equation 14 for r = r t
2 _










OF CONDENSERS AND EVAPORATORS
This appendix contains the results of the investigation in which the parametric per-
formance data were developed for the design of zero-g condensers and evaporators.
The discussion in Part I of this appendlx covers condenser design; Part II considers
the design characteristics of the evaporator-condenser.
PART I. FLUID CONDENSER DESIGN
Condenser design for efficient performsmce at zero-g conditions is difficult since test
data has not been obtained to substantiate or refute theory. Two forced convection
condenser designs (a vortex (twisted wire) condenser and a tapered tube condenser)
were bt_tlt and their zero-g performance were observed as described in l_eference 19.
The taper-tube configuration was selected as applicable to the fluid condenser design
requirements of the heat pump study. The condenser design is described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
A. GENERAL DESIGN -- The objective in a taper-tube condenser design is to main-
tatn a constant vapor velocity when film condensation is occurtng on the outside of s
tube. This is done by tapering the tube. Considering the design shown in Figure 97, _
a refrigerant vapor is condensed on the outside of the tapered tube by the heat trans-
ferred to the radiator fluid on the inside of the tube. General design characteristics
can be defined using equations and terminology from Reference 20 and Figure 97 _s
follows. I
Condenser heat transfer, qc' per unit length of taper tube is:
_ qe/L = condenser tube heat load, BTU/hr. ft. (1)
= WRF Cp (Tc1 - TC2 )
i




= hRFAcmATa = hRFAcm (Tw- Tb)
= h CAsAT= h CA s (T C- Tw_ _;
=U A
o s (Tc Tw)
: w A h C = w v 011v - h2)
where
L = length of tube, ft.
c = specific heat, BTU/lb. ° F, at T b of radiator fluidP
TC1 = radiator fluid outlet temperature, °R
TC2 = radiator fluid inlet temperature, °R ;
hRF "= coefficient of heat transfer between fluid and surface based on
arithmetic mean A T , BTU/(hr. ) (ft. }2 (oF)
a
2




D_m = mean Inside diameter of taper tube, ft. _'
?.
r




hC = coefficient of heat transfer at condensing surface, BTU/(hr. ) C F) _,













= T C - T w
Uo = overall heat transfer coefficient basec ' on As, BTU/(hr. )(ft. 2)(o F)
i/U ° = (I/hRF) + (x/k)+ llhC
x = tube wall thickness, ft. r
k = *,hermal conductivity of tube wall, BTU/(hr. ) (ft.) (° F)
TC = condensing temperature, °R
i
T = tube wall temperature, °R
w
Tb = bulk temperature of radiator fluid, °R
-- (TcI + TC2)/2
Ah C = condenser enthalpy, BTU/lb.
= hI - h2
hI = enthalpy of refrigerant vapor entering condenser, BTU/lb.
h2 = en%halpy of condensed refrigerant leaving condenser, BTU/lb.
The heat exchanger effectiveness, E, of a condenser can be defined from
_eference 21, using the terminology Just defined, as
EC = (Tc1 - T._2)/(T C - TC2), and (2)
the number of exchanger heat transfer units is:
NTU = A Uo/Cmin. (3)
where
Cmin.-- WRFep
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A condenser design can be defined by evaluating the p_ecedtng equatton_ over _'_
the required ranges of condensing _nd radiator fluid teml_raturcs and heat loads, r.
using the characteristics of the selected refrigerants and radiator flulds. _:
B° CONDENSING COEFFICIENT, h -- For film-type condensation with a high vapor
c
velocity, av required for zero-g performance, the equation for the condensing film
coefficient froin Reference 20 Is:




c = specific heat _f ccudenbmg film. BTU/(hr.)(°F) at TfP _
k = therm_.l co_lductivity ot condensing film, BTU/(hr.)(ft.)(°F) at Tf
U = iscosity of condensing film, lb./thr.)(ft.) at Tf
P L -- density of con(_enstng film, lb./(ft.)3 at Tf
,j
f = friction factor, dimensionless
_v = density of vapor, lb.,/(ft.) 3 at T C _
, Tf = T C 0.75AT= T C 0.75(T_ TW),
G = mean mas_ velocity of vapor, lb./(hr. ) (ft.)2 !_
= w /A (approximately)
vm s " _,
:: NRE" v/De
'" = viscosity of vapor, lb./(hr. ) (ft.) r




D = equivalent diameter of Abe, ft.
e
= de/12
d = d - d (Figure 97).e m
For 1_-718 (water) and Reynolds numbers from 3000 to 3,000,000 the friction
factor is:
f = 0.00140 + 0.125/(NRE )0" 32 (2) 7
Figure 6:_ must be used to determine the friction factor for R-ll. Use of this
figure requires the calculation of the parameters
r%lOL_, (3)
where
r = condensate flow per unit periphery lb./(hr.) (ft.)
_w/_ = ratio of surface tension of water to that of other liquid
0 L = liquid density lb./ft. 3
For _ncomplete condensation,
I,_2 G22 1 0.5' a,_,_-- l ,i 2 )/3(4)
where
G 1 = mass velocity of vapor at section 1, Figure 97
G_ = mass veI,_,ity of vapor at section 2, Figure 97
F_r complete condensation,
G2 = 0
and _ = 0.586 G 1
m -_







Condensing film coefficients were calculated for R-718 over a 650 to 850°R con-
densing temperature rang_ and _ 3000 to 8000 Reynolds number range, assuming an
equ4valent tube diameter, de, of 0.2 in. The calculated film coefficients arc plotted
against Reynolds Number in _'igure 98. _
Condensing film coefficients were no_ ca!eula_ed for R-11 because of tbe lengthy
iterattve process required to calculate the condensate flow, wv, at the mean point.
However, the condensate film coefficient equation for R-11 on horizontal tubes _'
defined in Reference 24 can be conservatively used. A condensing film coefficient,
)(ft.)2(._h , of 450 BTU/(hr. is practical, based on this equation. _
c _
C. RADIATOR FLUID FILM COEFFICIENTS -- The heat transfer coefficient hRF, ,,?
on the radiator fluid side of the condenser sl_,es the condenser since condensing
coefficients in general are of larger value than fluid film coefficients. Heat transfer
surface will be minimum at maximum film coefficients. Maximum film coefficients
require turbulent flow which increase pumping power. For an optimization, the film
coefficient and heat transfer surface must be balanced with allowable 0uznplpg power.
Equation_ for the radiator fluid film coefficients from laminar through turbulent flow
I
are defined (from Reference 4) as follows:
Laminar Flow NRE < 2100 , _,
3
Transition Flow 3000 > NRE > 2100 ,
1 0.14
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5000 > NRE > 3000
I
-4 k , 1.385 _" 0.14
10,000 > NRE > 3000,
1 0.14
Turbulent NRE > 10,000,
1 0.14
where
k -- thermal conductivity of radiator fluid at T , BTU/(hr.)(ft.)(°F)
9
D = inside diameter of tube, ft.
NRE --- Reynolds Number, dimensionless
1
i NpR -- Prandtl Nun_ber, dimensionless
=c _./k
P
c = specific heat of radiator fluid _t Tb, BTU/(lb. )(° F)P
= viscosity of radiator fluid at "_'b' lb./(hr.)(ft.)





Badlator fluid friction pressure drop can be calculr From
AP = 2fLGm2/gcOP,
where
AP = pressure drop, Ib./(ft.) 2
f = friction factor
= 16_RE for NRE ," 2,000
= 0.00140 + 0. 125/,_RE )0.32 for-NRE frora 3,0,30 to 3,000,000
L -- leng,h of tube, ft.
gc = gravity const_zlt, i;:
4.17 x 10 8 2 _= , ft../(hr.) ::
Dim = tube Inside diameter, ft. (Figure 106)
/(ft.)3p = density of radia_,or fluid at Tb, lb.
!
D. DESIGN PROCEDURE -- Ra'diator _uld temperatures in and out of the condenser
were selected to correlate w_*h ti_e fluid temperatures in and ou_ _._the radiator,
Fluid temperatures tn a_ _ _:)utof the radiator were selected from t_,: performance :_
curves of Figures 33 th. _._,h 49. Fluid temperature rise due t_ r, r "-,ing power wiU
be insignificant; therefore I_ ca_ be ass,_ned that the radiator fired ,, .:!et temperature
is equal to the condenser ivle_ temperature, and the coudenser or,: %! temperature is _
equal to the radiator inlet tem:'erature. The selected siE¢, co,.J, "_mg, and radiator _
fluid temperatures are tabulate_l i_ Table 3. ,_
/_t each Table 3 condenser outlet teraperature the r<,._:..'_-q (AsUo)RE Q was calcu- "_'














Cmi n WRF Cp, BTU/(hr.) CR) (2)i
1 : QC/(TCO- TCI) 'i
'1 then!)
' (AsUo)RE Q = (NTU)(Cmin) .
The AsUo available per unit length of taper tube, (AsUo/L)_,VAI L and its associ_ted
i: pressure drop per unit length, AP/L were calculated for a 500 to 10,000 NRE range,|
, using the selected temperatures Dowtherm A as the radiator fluid, and refrigeranti
i R-718 (water) as the condensing fluid. A constant condensing fiiz._ coefficient, h , of /.,
• c
1500 was assumed based on data cont2.ined in Figure 98. The inside diameter of the
condenser tube, dim , was assumed as 0.2 inches. Section 2.1 and 2.3 equations were
used.
The calculated parameters, (AsUo/L)AvAIL and A P/L, are plotte2 against the
mass _,elocity of the fluid, GRF, in Figures 99 and 100. Only the curves that repre- _
sent the maximum and minimum of the Table 3 temperature conditi_s are shown _
these figures. The curves at any other Tab)e 3 temperature condition can be deter-
mined with an interpolation based on the bulk temperature of the fluid. The awilable
AsUo/L and A P/L for laminar and turbulent flows are indicated on the curves. _):
Figures 99 and 100 were used to size the fluid condenser. At each mable 3 L31n-
perature condition and each heat load (1000 to 150,000 BTU/hr. range), a fluid con-i
'l denser was qized by an iterative process as follows:
i Assume number of condenser tubes N,)
then







Aim = TDtm2/4, ft. 2 ';r
Dim = dlm/12 = 0.21:12, ft.
calculate
GRF = WRy/A, (1-b./hr.)/ft. 2- (4) ;
where
WRF = Qc/Cp (Tco- TCI), Ib.]_r.
and at GRF (interpolating for the correct bulk temperature) read AsUo/L and :_
A P/L tn Figures 99 and 100 respective.ly.
The Fig-are 99 curves are on a per tube basis, therefore
using the previously c_lculated (AsUo)REQ,
L = (AsUo)RE Q / (N AsUo/L)AvA|L, ft. (5)
andAP -- _P/L) L, lb./ft. 2
IfAP > 354 (lb./ft. 2) (5 In. Hg.) i
:. increase number of tubes, N, and repe._t process.
The number of tubes, N, and the tube lengtl-, L, are the variables ba_ed on a 5 in. Hg.
fluid pressure drop ltmlt.
In order to calculate the weight of the fluid condenser, it ha_ been assumed that the
.: tapered tubes can be paralleled without the outer tube, or that the cross sectional area
_: per tube on the condens_Lg side will be the same as that for the single tube shown in
-: Figure 9 The core weight per unit length is plotted versus number of tubes, N, in




The total core weight dry is
Wcc = (Wcc/L) L, lb. (6) ",
The weight of the radiator fluid in the core is
WRF = APbL, lb. (7)
where
of radiator fluid at bulk _mperature, lb./(_. )3P b density
The total weight of *.he fluid condensers adding a tenth of the total for header weight,
ia
W r = i.I (WCC + WRF), lb. (8)
Fluidcondenser weightIsplottedversus condenser heat loadin Figure. 102. 103,
and 104 for sL,_ktemperatures, TS, at 600, 500, and 40O°R respect,¢_iy.
It can be shown that the condenser weight must be increased an average of 10%
when R-11 is used instead of R-718, based on a 450 BTU/_hr. ) (ft.)2 (. F) R-11 condens-
ing film coefficient.
PART II. EVAPORATOR-CONDENSER
I_ a cascade refrigeration system, the evaporattpg refrigerant of the upper stage
condenses the lower stage refrigerant. The design characteristics of this evaporator-
condenser for zero-g performance are considered in this section. The evaporator
characteristics defined for this heat exchanger also apply to the ordinary evaporator
associated with a refrigeration system.
The twisted tape or vortex evaporator design (Reference 19) can t )mbined with
the twisted wire or vortex condenser design (Reference 19) to form a pn,. tical
evaporator-condenser design configuration. Figure 105 illustrates a section of this
configuration. As shown in this figure a twisted tape in the inner or evaporator tube
will, by centrifugal force, keep the liquid refrigerant at the evapora_ng surface,
C-11
v .... _ j
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while the centrifugalactioncaused by the twistedwire inth_ outeror condensing tube
will keep the condensed refrigerant away from the condensing surface. Cen_ifugal
action is Increased or decreased by the amount of twist, (turns per unit length) in the
tape and wire.
General design equati_s can be defined using equations from References 19 and
20, and termInology from Figure 105, as follows: "
Evaporator-condenser heat load, qEC' per unit length is
qEC/L = Evaporator-condenser heat load, (BTU/hr.)/ft. (1) g.
= UoAo (TC2 - TEl )
r
= hEIAI (Tw - TEl) i,





Uo = overall heat transfer coefficient based on outside surface of inner
tube, BTU/(hr. ) (ft.)2 (OR)
ft_"Ao = inner tube outside surface area, _
= _diL/12 = 7rDiL
,r
TC2 = condensIng temperature, °R, of fewer stage i
TEl = evaporatingtemperature: °R, ofupper stage





A = inner tube, inside surface area, ft.t
= _dL/12 = _DL
T = tube wall mmperature, °R
w
hc2 = co_densing heat tr_msfer coefficient, [
= BWU/(hr. ) (ft.)2 (°R)
w I = upper stage refrigerant flow rate, lb./hr.
., A h = ent,halpy differential from evaporator _be inlet to outlet, BTU/lb.E1
= latent heat of evaporation of uppe_" stage refrigerant at TEl F_l
w2 -- lower ct_ge refrigerant flow rate, lb./hr.
Ahc2 = enthalpy differential from condensing tube inlet to outlet, BTU, qb.
= latent heat of evaporation at lower stage re,rigerant at TC2.
The overall heat transfer coeCflcient Uo can b_ calculated from the following ..
equat'.on
• 1 1 x 1




! x = inner tube wall thickness, in.
C
i = (dt - d)/2
4
k ==thermal conductivity of the tube wall material, BTU/(hr.)(ft.)(°F)
!,
From Figure 105.




di = outside diameter of evaporator tube, in.
-- inside diameter of condenser annulus, in.
d --outsidediameter ofcondenser annulus, in_o
d2 --dlarc_terofcoiledwire, in.
X -- length of 180" of tape twist, in.
p = axial tube length for 3600 of wire rotation, in. ':
c_ = anglebetween tubeaxi_ and coiledwire, degrees.
A. BOILING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS --Boilingheattransfercoefficients
I
can be definedfor R-718 (water)and R-11 consideringzero-g, from theinvestigations
reported inReferences 19 and 23. The applicationoftwistedtapes to from a vortex
evaporatordidnot affectthe obtainablehea_transferrates for water at highheat
fluxes,as shown by the testingreportedin Reference 23. In Figure 108 the
Reference 23 data isshown tocorrelatewith Figure }.4-27in Reference 20. The
average of the Figu_'e106 ct,rves can be thereforeconservativelyassumed for this
study. The equation of the assum_:l curve is:
for 100 >At > 5
m t
/Am = 1116.4At 1.123 U/(h 2qm ' " _m , BT r. b(ft) (1)
/
or, using evaporator-condenser terminology [
1. 123
qEc/Ai = 1116.4 (Tw - TEl ) (2) _!
and i
hE1 = (qEc/Ai)/(Tw - TEl) " (3) •
Assume (Tw --TEl )--5,
J
C--14




qEc/Ai =: 1116.4 "5)1" 123 _ 6804.5
and
hEl = 6804.5/5 -- 1360.9 BTU/(hr.)(ft.)2(°F).
In lccordance with Reference 23 the correlation for R-li. (Freon 11) boiling heat
fluxes may be expressed by
(q -0,260(q/A) /A L = 2.24 y (4)
where
(q/A) : qEc/Ai = boiling heat flux with the twisted tape in the tube,
BTU/(hr. ) (ft.)2
(q/A) : boiling heat flux without the twiste6 tape, BTU/(hr. )(ft.)2
oo
y = twisted diameter ratio
= k/d where k and d are defined in Paragraph 3.0.
The preceding equation is valid in the 2 < y < 10 region.
! The penalty for improving the heat transfer rate is an increase in pressure








AP = pressure drop with tape twist to diameter ratio y, lb./ft.
2
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For design purposes the boiling heat frr, with the twisted tape in the tube is expressed
as:
_q/A)o°= h /x = hm crw __m TEl - TEl)
The boiling neat transfer coefficient, h can be calculated using the equation
m
z
(from Reference t3) for forced convection wtth bo_ling tn horizontal tubes, ll°F exit
superheat, and inlet vapor fraction below 50%, as follows:
h D/k L = 0.0082 (NRE2Kf) 0.4
m j.




D = tube inside diameter, ft.
k L ; thermal c_nductt_ty of liquid
= BTU/(hr. ) (ft.) (°R)
NRE = Res_olds Number, dimensionless i:
= GD//_ L i
Kf = dimensionlessnumber
= JA Xhfg/L
G = mass velocity, (lb./hr. )/ft. 2
?
/_L = viscosity of liquid, lb/(ft.)_r.) i
J = mechanical equivalent of heat !





Ax = _por fraction differentia1
= Xo _I
x = outlet vapor fraction
o
-- Wr/W, mass vapor flow/total masMlow
xi = tnlet vapor fraction
hfg = latent hea_ of vaporization. BTU/lb.
B. CONDENSING COEFFICIENTS -- The equation for film type condensation with a
high vapor velocity described in Paragraph 2.2 can be used for the twisted wire con-
denser by relating the resultant vapor velocity, Vre s, to the mean mass velocity,
Gin. General swirl-flow equations can be defined from Reference 19 as follows:
[(d ] Ir d2 in.2 , (1)Free Flow Area A = - di)/2 p sin _ - -_- '
(Figure 105 terminology) m
For constant velocity, V the mem_ twist ratio from mean diameter is:res'
dm= (do+ di)/2
Ym = P/2 dm (2)
= number of mean diameters/180 ° twist.
The mean swirl-flow path length is given by
= 2
(Lms)2 P + (_'dm)2
I
= [p2 TLms [ + (Trdin) ] (3)
The resultant velocity is:
VRE S = Q/A, ft./rain. (4)
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w = mean vapor flow, lb./mln.
vm
P v = density of the vapor, lb./_. 3
A = free flow area in teet.
Tangential velocity Is
Vt = VRE S sin a . (5) ,,
.++-
Axial velocity is
V = VR cosa . (_)a ES p+
Fluid rotationrate is _'
RPM = VREK ]L.,ns" (7)
The number of "g's" generated may be found from the tangential \ eloc'ty
¥
g!s = at/g, g = 32.2 (ft./sec.) 2 (8) _:'
a t = 2 Vt2/Dm _here Vt Is in ft./sec, and Dm is in feet. }
then !-
Vt2/Dm g :_'g% = 2
: For zero-g performance: i
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Using preceding equations calculate
_RES' ft./hr, for a practical range of dm ,
then











PART I. FLUID RADIATOR
Fluid radiator areas, fluid flow, and weights were calculated for a unit load and
the ranges of fluid and sink temperatures shown in Fig_Jres 33 through 49 using th_
weight parameters shown in Figures 6_, 69 and 70. Radiator configuration a., _umpttons
were made as follows:
Fin Length (F) = 9.8 in.
Tube ID __(Di) = 0.25 in.
Tube Wall Thickness it) = 0. 168 in. (meteorite protection) 1
t = 0. 028 _n. (without meteorite protection)
Tube Length (L) = 127r = 57.6992 ft.
Radiator Fluid: Dowt_erm A and Ethylene Glycol.
i
The calculation procedure; us ing one temperature point and Dowtherm A as the radiator
i fluid is as follows:
assurr_ sink temperat,'Lre T S = 600 °R,
assume radiator fluid inlet temperature TRI = 700°R,
assume radiator fluid outlet temperat_are TRO = 620°R;
then calculate AT R = (TRI- TRO ) = 80°R,
and T M = (TRI + TR(_/2 = 660°R.
Read in Figure 50 at TM (Cp)331 = 0.390 BTU/(lb.)(°F).





= Cp Cp = 1.085.Calc_flate Rcp ( )DA/( )331 '_
-- 6" 60 lb./_. 3Read in Figur_ 108 at TM p DA
Read in Figure 52 at TM _/P)DA = 0.0430 ft. 2/hr.
Di4 4Calculate (Dt 0.25 in. ) 0. 0003409 i::.
Calculate Do = Dl + 2(0.168) = 0. 586 in. _
;rDi2/576 ft. 2Calculate At = = 0.0003409 _,,
Calculate L2= 1421
Read in Ftgure 49 at TRI and TRO (A/w)331 = 1.10 _. 2/(lb./hr. )
Calculate (A/W)D A = Rep(A/w)331 : 1.194 ft. 2/(lb./hr.)
Calculate A/wF = 0.122 ft2/(lb./hr.)in.
Read in Figure 68 at (A/wF) andI_,WT/W : 0.0944 lb./_b./hr.)
(Note this is the weight per unit fluid flow of one half the tube with meteorite
protection thickness t = 0.168 in. ).
Calculate Do/F = 0.0598 in./in.
Read in Figure 70 at (A/W)DA and D /F, W /w = 0.00336 lb./(lb./hr. ) _-0 TI'" .
(Note this is the l_diator fin weight per unit fluid flow. )
Calculate WTD/W = 2(WT/W ) + WTF/W = 0. 19216 lb./(lb./hr. )
(Notv this is the total weight of the dry radiator per unit fluid flow. )
Calculate AP/L 2 = 0.281 x 10 -4 (l_/p)/(A/wF)(Di)4 : 0. 00254 qb.,/ft. 2)/ft. 2 _.








Assume unit heat load QR = i000 BTU/hr.
Calculate WRF = QR/(Cp)DA/_T R = 29.55 lb./hr.
2
Calculate AR = (A/W)DAWRF = 35.28 ft.
Calculate Radiator width X = (A/W)DAWRF = 0. 936 ft.
Calculate Number radiator tubes n = 12X/F = 1.146
Calculate Fluid volume VIRF = nLAi = 0. 0147 ft. 3
Calculate fluid weight WTR F = PDAVRF = 9. 920 lb.
Calculate dry. radiator weight WTD = (WTD/W)WRF = 5.678 lb.
Calculate total radiator weight WTR = WTD + WTR F = 6. 598 lb.
Calculation results are shown in Figures 109 through 123. Fluid radiator areas
per unit load are shown in Figures 109 through 113, radiator fluid flow per unit load
and pressure drop is covered in Figures 114 through 118, and radiator weights per






PART II, CONDENSING RADIATOR
Condensing radiator weight per unit load was calculated for the ranges of condensing "
and sink temperatures shown in Figures 55 through 59 using Figure 68 and 70 weight
parameters. Radiator configuration assumptions made for these calculations are:
Fin Length F = ] 0 in.
T_eID Dt= 0.51n.
Tube Wall Thickness t = 0.168 in.
Refrigerants R-11 and R-718.
The calculation procedure using one temperature point and R-718 as the
refrigerant is as follows:
assume sink temperature T S = 600°R,
assume condensing temperate T = 850°R,e
?
In steam tables at Tc-460, hfg = 835.4 BTU/lb. (Ref. 22)
In Figure 59 at T and F read Q/A -- 202 BTU/hr. ft. 2
e
Calculate A/w = hfg/(Q/A) = 4.14 ft. 2/(lb./hr. )
Calculate A/_F = 0.414 ft.2/(lb./hr.)(in.)
7
In Figure 68 at A/wF and D1 read WT/W = 0.50 lb./(lb./hr. )
; Calculate D = D1 + 2t = 0.836in.. o








In Figure 70 at A/w and Do/F read WTF/W = 0.01151 lb./(lb./hr.)
Calculate (WTR/W) = WT_./w + 2 _VVT/W) = 1. 012 lb./(lb./hr. )
Assume unit load QC = 1000 BTU/hr.
Calculate wC _ Qc/hfg = ]. 197 lb./hr.
Calculate total condensing radiator weight
WTR = Wc(WTR/W ) = 1.211 lb.
Ccndensing radiator weight per un_ load is plotted versus condens_g temperature
in Figure 125.
PART HI. FLUID CONDEN3ER PLUS RADIATOR
Weight and power re_uirements of the fluid condenser radiator combination with
associated hardware as shown in Figure+- 127 were calculated for the Table 3 temperature
ranges and a 1000 to 150,000 BTU/hr. heat load range. Where applicable, weight
equations were assumed from section 3.5. It was assumed that associated hardware
weight, WMIS, is equal to 1.5 t_mes the lighter of the condenser (Wc) and radiator
(WR) weights or that WMI S = 1.5 WC when W C < WR
and = 1.5W whenW <W C .R R
The calculation procedure using one temperature and load point is:
Assume sink temperature, T S = 600°R
Assume condensing temperature, T C = 850°R
Assume co_denser fluid outlet temperature, TCO = TRI = 700°R
Assume condenser fluid inlet temperature, TCI = TRO = 620°R
= 61.39 lb./(ft.) 3Read ta Figure 108 at TCO PCO
D-5
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Read !n Figure 108 at TCO e = 0.439 BTU/lb. (°F)P
Read in Figure 114 at TRI and TRO APR = 3.61 lb./ft. 2 e
Read in Figure 114 at TRI and TRO WRF/Q = 29.55 0b./hr.}/1000 BTU/hr. ..
Read in Figure 119 at TRI and TRO WTRF/Q = 6.42 lb./1000 BTU/hr.
Assume condenser load QC = 50,000 BTU/hr.
= RF/Q)Calculate fluid flow WRF Q_w = 1477.50 lb./hr.
2
From condenser calculations, Appendix C AP = 338 lb./ft. {
e !
Calculate total pressure drop APT = 1.5 (APR + APc) = 512.42 lb./ft. 2 _,
Calculate pump load % = WRF AI'T/Pco778 = 15.82 BTU/hr.
Calculate pump volume flow Qp WRF/60Pc O 0.401 cfm
Calculate pump weight W = 5.61(Q) 0"75 = 2.83 lb.
p _
Calculate radiator weight WR = Qc(WTRF/Q) = 321.00 lb.
Read in Figure 102 at TC, TRI, TRO, aud QC Wc :_ 8.44 lb.
Calculate misc. weight WMIS = 1.5 W = 12.66 lb.
c i
Ca] _ulate total weight WFRC = W + WR + WC + WMIS = 342 lb.p -
,?alculate weight/Q C = WFRc/Q C = 6.84 lb./1000 BTU/hr.
i










PART IV. HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS
System performance calctdations made in analyzing the selected R-11 and R-7 i8 one-
and two-stage heat pump systems shown in Figures 91 and 92 are described in detail
in this appendix. Assumptions were made for each system as follows:
a. R-11 System - One Compression Sta_e
Condensing tempera_dre range TC = 585 to 750°R
Evaporating temperature range TE = 492 to 610°R
Degrees of superheat &Tsh = 10°R
Evaporating heat load QE = 12,000 BTU/hr. (1 ton)
b. R-718 System - One Compression Stage
Condensing temperature range TC = 650 to 850°R
Evaporating temperature range TE = 575 to 775 °R
Degrees of superheat &Tsh = 10°R
Evaporath-g heat load QC = 12000 BTU/hr. (1 ton)
e. R-11 System - Two Compression Stages
Condensing temperature range T C = 585 - 750°R
Evaporating temperature range TE = 492 - 610°R
Superheater effectiveness Esh = 0.95
Degrees of interstage superheat &Tsh 6 = 10°R
Equal pressure ratio per stage
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d. R-718 System - 'i_voCompression Stages _
Condensing temperature range T C = 650 to 850°R 5
Evaporating temperature rmge T E = 520 to 770°R
Degrees of superheat each s_age ATsh = 10°R "
Equal pressure ratio per stage Y
Evaporator heat load QE = 12,000 BTU/hr. (1 ton} :_
a. R-11 System - One Compression Stage
The calculation procedure for the R-11 heat pump system with one compression
stage, using Figure 91 nomenclature and one temperature point as an example,
is as follows:
Assume condensing temperature T C = 750°R )
Assume evaporating temperature T E = 610°R
Read in R-11 tables at T C PC = 276 psta
Read in R-11 tables at T E PE = 52.85 psia '-
Calculate pressure ratio r = Pc/PE --5.22
Assume ATsh = 10°R
Calculate TI,= T E + ATsh = 620°R
Read in R-11 tables a., E and T 1, hl, = 111.35 BTU/lb. !_
Read in R-11 tables at PE and Tls . S l, = 0. 1950 BTU/lb. _
L
Read in R-11 Tables at PE and Tf Vl,= 0.840 ft.3/lb. }
Read in R-11 tables at PC and S1, h2 = 124.5 BTU/lb. i?





Calculate _h E = hl,- h4 :- 38.5 BTU/Ib.
Calc_ate AhIc p = h2 - hl, = 13.15 BTU/Ib.
Assume evaporator heat load QE = 12,000 BTU/hr. (1 ton)
Calculate w E = QE/AhE = 308.88 lb./hr.
Read in Figure 95 at r NCp = 0. 5725 decimal
Calculate _hcp = Ahlcp/Ncp = 22.97 BTU/lb.
Calculate QCP = wE/_hcp = 7094.97 BTU/hr.
Calculate compressor ttPCp = QCp/2546 = 2.787 hp
Read in Figure 107 at HPcp NMC p = 0.827
Calculate A _ = A " = 27.77 BTU/|b.h C p h Cp/NMc p
z = w i = 8577.60 BTU/hr.Calculate QC P E_ hc PJ
/
Calculate Input HPCp = QCp/2546 = 3.369 hp
= t = 139 12 BTU/lb.Calculate h2, hl, +/_hcp .
Read in R-11 tables at PC and h2, T2,= 838.5°R
Calc_ate coefficient of performance CP = QE/Qc = 1. 399P
Calculate condenser er _halpy Ahc= h2,- h4 = 66.62 £TU/lb.
Calculate condenser load QC = WE Ahc = 20,578 BTU/hr.
Calculate volumetric flow VCp= WEVl/60 = 4. 324 cfm
Calcttlate compressor weight using (from paragraph 3.5.1)




Calculate evaporator weight using paragraph 3.5.3 equation
-5QEW E = 5.9 + 6.35 x 10 = 6.66 lb.
Calculate refrigerant weight using paragraph 3.5.10 equation
WRE F = 1.2 QE/12000 = 1.2 lb.
Calculate plumbing weight from paragraph 3.5.8 equation
WpL= 0.5W E = 3.331b.
(
Calculate evaporator condenser weight from paragraph 3.5.3 equation
WE C -5 = 7.21 lb.= 5.9 + 6.35x10 QEc
Assume miscellaneous component we'.ght W = 17 00 lbCMPTS " "
Calculatetotalweightwith evaporator-condenser:
= + W E + + + + = 56.76 lb.WIW Wcp WRE F WpL WEC WCMPTS
Calculatetotalweightwithoutevaporator-condenser:
= "' + = 49.55 lb.W 1 WCp+ W E + ';VRE F + WpL WCMPT S
b. R-718 System - One Compression Stage
The calculationprocedure for the lq-718heat pamp system with one compression
stageis identicalwiththatoutlinedfor theR-11 system on the precedingpages,
¢
exceptthat(1)Figure 92 nomenclature isused insteadof Figure 91 data, (2)R-718
or steam tables are used in place of R-11 tables, and (3) Figure 96 is used in place
of Figure 95 to read compressor efficiency, NCp. b
Tota) weight, W 2 (without condenser), was calculated.
c. R-If System - Two Compression Stages i:
The calculationprocedure for theR-11 heatpump system withtwo compression _








Assume condensing temperature T = 700°RC
Assume evaporatlng temperature T E = 570°R
Read in R-11 tables at T C PC = 164 psia
Read in R-11 tables at T E PE = 28.09 psia
Calculate r = Pc/PE = 5.838
Calculate interstage pressure Pi = (PCPE)1/2 = 67. 873 psia
Calculate compressor press ra_io rcp = Pc/Pi = Pi/PE = 2.416
Read in R-11 tables at PE and saturated vapor h I = 105.47 BTU/Ib.
Read in R-11 tables at Pi and saturated liquid h4, = 43.19 BTU/Ib.
Read in R-11 tables at P! and saturated liquid T i = 627.62°B
Calculate T i - T E = 57.62 °R
Assume superheater effecLiveness Esh = 0.95
Calculate Atsh 1 = Esh(T i - TE) = 54.74°R
L
Calculate T i = T E + Atsh I = 624.74°R
Read in R-11 tables _t PE and T1, hl,= 113.22 BTU/ib.
Read in R-11 tables at PE and T1, Slr= 0.2065 BTU/(lb.)(°F)
Read in R-11 tables at PE and TI_ Vl,= 1.666 {ft.}3/lb.
Read in R-11 tables at Pl and st, h6,= 121.2 BTU/[b.
Calculate &hsh 1 = hl,- h 1 = 7.75 BTU/lb.
Calculate h4,,= h4,- Ahsh 1 = 35.44 BTU/lb.







Assume degrees of tnterstage superheat Atsh 6 --- 10'R
Calculate T6 = Ti + Atsh 6 = 637"62"R _:
Read inR-11 tables_*_Pl and T6 h6 = 114.2 BTU/Ib.
Read inR-11 tablesat Pl and T6 s6 --0.1954 BTU/(Ib.)(°F)
Read inR-11 tablesat Pl and T 6 v6 = 0_665 (ft.)3/Ib.
and s 6 h_ -- 120.75 BTU/lb.Read inR-11 tablesat Pc
Read in R-11 tables at P and _aturated liquid h 4 = 653 BTU/I_.C
Calculate Ahicpl = h6,- h I = 7.98 BTU/lb.
Calculate b_htcp2 = h 2 - h6 = 6.58 BTU/lb. .
Calculate AhiL = h4 " h4,'= 17.31 BTU/lb.
Calculate _h I = h 6 - h4,= 71.01 BTU/lb.
Assume evaporator heat load QE = 12,000 BTU/hr.
Calculate wE = QE/_hE = 171.36 lb./hr.
Calculate Qshl = WE_hshl = 1328.04 BTU/hr.
Read in Figure 95 a_ rcp Ncp = 0.6285
Calculate Ahcp I = _hiCPl/Ncp = 12.70 BTU/Ib.
Caloulate QCP1 = WE Ahcp1 = 2176.27 BTU/hr. i!
Calculate HPcp I " QCPI/2846 = 0.885 hp
Re_d in Figure 107 at HPcp 1 NMCP1 = 0.785
_j
Caloulate Ahcp 1 ,, _hcP1/NMCP 1 16.60 BTU/lb. _
' = _ - 2844.58 BTU/hr. !;i
Calculate QC Pl wEAhc P1 _
_ t _ Qi /2546 = 1.1_7 hp _






Calcutate h6,= hi,+/_h " -= 129.82CP1
Read in R-11 tables at Pi and h6r/ T6,:- 739.2°R
Calculate /::h, : h6_ h = 15, _'_ BTU/lb.1v 6
=- (AhiL L_hlv)/(zkh i hiL)Calculate w I wE + - _ = 105.08 lb./hr.
Calculate wC - wE + w i := 276.44 lb./hr.
= AhIc p2/Nc pCalm;late 5hcP2 = 10.42 BTU/lb.
Caluu]ate QCP2 = w ±,h = 2880 5 BTU/hr.C cp2
Calculate compressor HPCp 2 = QCP2/2546 = 1. 131 hp
Read in ]_tgure 107 at HPcp 2 NMCP2 = 0.787
Calculate A _ = 13.24 BTU/lb.hcp 2 = AhcP2/NMCP2
Calculate QC _hc P2P2 -- w : 3660.07 BTU/hr.C
/ : l 2
Calculate input HPcp 2 QCP2 / 546 -- 1.438 hp
Calculate h2f h 6 + 5hcp 2 = 127.44 BTIA/lbI
Read In R-11 tables at h2and PC T2z= 745°R
[_l,,
= Q ' + Q " = 6504.65 BTU/hr. i-
Calculate Qcp cpl cp2 i
Calculate CP = QE/Qcp = 2.347
Calculate compressor 1 inlet volume flow VCp 1 = WEV1,/60 = 4.76 cfm
Calculate compressor 2 inlet volume flow -T,CP2 -- WcV6/60, = 3.06 cfm
Calculate LkhC = h2_- h 4 = 66.94 BTU/lb.
Calculate condense:: load QC = w Ah = 18,504.9 BTU/hr.C C
pl
. Calculate total input power HPcp = HFCP1/ + H CP2 : 2,555 hp I_,
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Calculate compressor weight with paragraph 3.5.1 equation
WCp = 19 + 0.7 HPcp = 20.79 lb.
Calculate evaporator weight using paragraph 3.5.3 ,,xluation
-5
WE = 5.9+ 6.35x10 OE = 6.66 lb.
Calculate refrigerant weight using paragr_aph 3.5.10 equation
WRE F = 1.2 QE/12000 = 1.20 lb.
Calculate plumbing weight from paragraph 3.5.10 equation
= WEWpL 0.5 = 3.33 lb.
Calculate evaporator condenser weight from paragraph 3.5.3 equ_tinn on
WEC = 5.9 + 6.35 x 10 -5 QEC = 7.08 lb.
t
';_ Assume miscellaneous component weightWCMPT S = 26.00 lb.
Calculate total weight with evaporator condenser
W3w Wcp+W E + + ' + + = 65.06 lb.= WRE F W PL WEC WCMPTS
Calculatetotalweightwithoutevaporatorcondenser
= + + = 57 98 lb.W 3 WCp + W E + WRE F WpL WCMPT S •
d. R-718 System - Two Compression Stages
The calculation procedure for the R_-718 heat pump system with two compression
stages using Figure 92 nomenclature and one temperature point as an example,
is as follows:
Assume condensingtemperature TC = 850°R
Assume evaporatingtemperature TE = 720°R
Read inR-718 tablesatTC PC = 220.37 psla
Read inR-718 tablesatTE PE = 35.43 psla
Calculate r = PC/PE = 6.22
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"_ Calculate Pi = (PCPE) = 88/36
Calculate compressor pressure ratio rcp= PC/Pi : Pi/PE = 2.494
Assume degrees of superheat /_Tsh = 10°R
Calcu!atc T1/= T E _ _ Tsh = 730"R
Read in R-718 tables at PE and T1, hl,= 1172.6 BTU/Ib.
Read in R-718 tables at PE and T1, Sl= 1.693 BTU/lb. (°F)
Read in B-718 tables at PF. and T1, Vl= 11.93 (k.)3/lb.
Read ir R-718 tables at Pi T i = 778.97 °R _'_
Calculate T 6 + T i + ATsh = 788.97 °R
Read in R-718 tables at Pi and saturated liquid h4= 289.21 BTU/lb.
Read in R-718 tables at Pi and T 6 h 6 = 1190.7 BTU/lb.
Read in R-718 tables at Pl and T 6 s 6 = 1.620 BTU/(Ib.)(°F)
Read iu R-718 tables at Pi and T 6 v 6 = 5.064 ft.3/lb.
Read in R-718 tables at Pi and Sl_ h6= 1251.9 BTU/lb.
Read in R-718 tables at TC and saturated liquid h 4 = 364.17 BTU/lb.
Read in R-718 tables at Tcand s 6 h 2 = 1218.5 BTU/lb.
Calculate AhE = hl,- h4= 883.4 BTU/lb.
Calculate AhicP1 = h6,= hll= 79.3 BTU/lb.
Calculate AhicP2 -- h2 - h 6 = 27.8 BTU/lb.
Calculate.interstage liquid AhiL = h4 - h4,= 74.96 BTU/lb.





Assume evaporator heat load QE = 12000 BTU/hr.
Calculate w E = QE/AhE = 13.58 lb./hr.
Read in Figure 96 at rcp NCp = 0.7125
Calculate Ahcp I = /_hicPl/Ncp = 111.3 BTU/Ib.
Calculate QCP1 = WEAhcP1 = 1511.9 BTU/hr.
Calculate compressor HPCp I = QCPI/2546 = 0.594 HP
Read inFigure 107 at HPCp I NMCPI = 0.715
Calculate i = =
_acp I _hCPl/NMCP1 155.7 _:TU/m.
Calculate input QCPll -- wE Ahcplj = 2115.0 BTU/hr.
Calculate input HP_p1' = Q_p1/2546 = C.83 hp
Calculate h6,= hie+ Ahcp 1 = 1328.3 BTU/lb.
Read in R-718 table at Pi and h6, " T6 ,7 1036.8 °R
t
Calculate interstage vapor _hiv h6, " - h6 137.6 BTU/lb.
Calculate w i = w E (AhiL + Ahiv)/(_h i -AhtL ) = 3.494 lb./hr.
Calculate wC = wE + wi = 17.08 lb./hr, i
Calculate Ahcp 2 :Ah_p_/Ncp = 39.0 BTU/Ib.
Calculate compressor 2 QCP2 = Wc AhcP2 = 666.0 BTU/hr.
Calculate compressor 2 HPCp2. . = QCP2/2546 = 0.262 hp
Read in Figure 107 at HPcp 2 NMCP2 = 0.58_
Calculate 1 =
_hCp 2 = Ahcp/NMcP2 66.3 BTU/lb.





Caiculate Input HPcp 2 = QCP2/2546 -- 0.445 hp
t _ = 1257.0 BTU/Ib.
Calculate Input h2,= h 6 + .hcp 2
Read in R-715 table at P and h2,T2, 940°R
: Q' + O' = 32:t7.3 BTU/hr.Calculate QC P "C P1 "C P2
Calculate coefficient of pe_ finance CF = QE/QCP = 3.695
Calculate inlet volume flow VCp 1 = WEVl,/60 = 2.70 cfm
Calculate inlet volume flow VCp 2 = WcV6/60 = 1.44 cfm
Calculate condenser __hc = h2"- h4 = 892.8 BTU/lb.
Calculate condenser load Q = w _h = 15,247 BTU/hr.C C C
Calculate tot',d compressor power HPcp P" J == H CPI HPCP2 1.275 hp
Calculate compressor weight with paragraph 5.5.1 equation
WCp = 19 + 0:7 HPCp = 19.£,9
Calcu)ate evaporator welgbt aslng paragraph 3.5.3 equation
-5
W E :-: 0.9275 (5.9 + 6.35 x I0 QE) = 6.18 lb.
Calculate refrigerant weight using paragraph 3.5.10 equation
WRE F = 1.2 QE/12600 = 1.20 lb.
Calculate plumbing weight from paragraph 3.5.10 equation
WpL 0.5 W E 3.09 lb.
Assume miscellaneous component weight WCMPT S = 17.00 lb.
Calculate total weight without condenser
= + + = 47.36 lb.






PART V. WEIGHT COMPUTATION EXAMPLE _.
The following example, representing Point 1 of Figure 153, is presented as a typical }
_tel_by-step procedure for determining the total weight of a particular vapor cycle
system utfltzing a condenser radiator.
Example:
TE = 492°R (evaporating temperature) i
TC ; 850°R (condensing temperature)
TS = 600°R (sink temperature) _
QE = 12,000 BTU/I_'. = 3.51 kw = 1 ton
Steps:
(I) Use Figure 153:
T E = 492°R and T C = 850°R; note that a cascase system is mandatory. L
Therefore, referring to the upper stage by the use of subscript 1 and
the lower stage by the use of subscript 2; cell T E = TE2 = 492°R,
TC = TC1 = 850°R, TS = TS1 = 600°R, and QE = QE2 = 12000
BTU/3r.
(2) Assume: R-II two-stageana R-718 two-stagecascade system.
850- 492
(3) Assume: _ = 492° + + 5 = 676°R
-C2 2
(4) Assume: TEl = TC2 - AT = 676 - I0 = 666°R, where AT = 10°R
(5) Use Figure 145:
With TE2 = 492°R, TC2 = 676°R and QE2 = 12,000 BTU/hr, find
-i
;_ at 650°R, QC = 22,520 BTU/hr. and at 700°R, QC = 27,550 BTU/hr.,
1-
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thenQc2 = 22,520 * 700- 650 (27,550- 22,520) = 22,520 + 0.52
(5,030)
QC2 = 25,136 BTU/hr. (=2.09 ton), QC2 = QEI"
(6) Use Figure 150.
With TE2 = 492°R, TC2 = 676°R and QE2 = 12,000 BTU/hr, find
at 650°R, W = 59.1 lb and at 700°R, W = 60.5 lb. then
o78-650
W = 59.1 + (60.5- 59.1) = 5_.1 + 0.52 (1.4)¢ 700-650
W 2 = ._9.8
(V) Use Figtxe 152:
With TEl = 666°R, TC1 = 850°R and QE1 = 25,136 BTU/hr, find at
24,000 BTU/hr, W -" 51.4 lb and at 36.000 BTU/hr, W = 55.3 lb, then
W 1 = 51.4 + 25,136 - 24,000 (55.3- 51.4) = 51.6 + 0.095 (3.9)36,000 24,000
W = 51.81
(8) Weight up to, but not including, condenser-radiator or fluid-radiator
W = 59.8 + 51.8 = lll.61b.
2+1
(9) Use Figure 146: .-
With TEl = 666°R, TC1 = 850QR and QEI = 25,136 BTU/hr., find
_- =







(10) Use Figure 125:
With TC1 = 850/R, T S = 600°R, aadQc 1 = 34,735 BTU/hr., find
34.735
WCOND_RAD = 1.21 _,uuu_) ' where 1,000 is a basic unit
W = 42.0
C OND- RAD
, (1i) Total system weight for initialconditions assumed
= W 2 WCOND_RA DWTOT + 1 + = 111.6 + _.2.0
W = 153.6 lb.
TOT









The heat pump systems selected for analysis in monthly progress report No. 5 nave
been analyzed to determine the relative reliabllittes of each of the systems. The
system identification numbers correspond to those used in report No. 5. System
No. 6 has, however, been further identified as system 6A when refrigerant R-11 is
used, and system 6B when refrigerant R-718 is used.
A matrix of systems versus the components contained in each system is pre-
sented in Table E-1. The failure rates for each component are taken from current
source material and are considered to be compatible with the present reliability
state-of-the-art as applied to system analysis at the conceptual level. Assumptions
used in developing the analysis are: (1) the failure rates are constant over time, _r
(2) all equipment, other than the radiator, is protected from meteoroid damage, and
(3) the inherent reliability of the radiator is independent of the radiator size. (The
probability of meteoroid damage is, of course, a ftu_ction of exposed radiator area.
This condition Is considered when the overall probability of system success is
determined. )
The probability of successful system operation is a function of mission time and
is determined through application of the expression
-Xt
R = e ,
: S
wi_ere:
R s = system reliability
",. w
X = system failure rate





For purposes of system comparison, the realiabilities of the systems under
analysis w_.rsus a-ission time (excluding the probability of meteoroid damage} have _'
been plotted in Figure E-1. As would be expected, the more complex systems tend
to have the least reliability. Use of redundant components and system maintenance
(in the case of manned missions) will result in increases in system effectiveness. The
selection of redundant components and preparation of maintainability analyses are
considered to be out c_ the scope of this analysis. Generalized models can, however,
be developed that w,_lI allow the user to make informed decisions when reliability and
maintainability trade-off studies are being conducted.
Since the probability of meteoroid penetration of the radiator is also a factor in !
the determination of mission reliability for a given mission time, the following
equation is used to determine the overall probability of successful system operation.
(The quantity enclosed in brackets is the probability that the radiator will not be
?
penetramd by a meteoroid. Ref. Monthly Progress Report No. 3.) •
) -Rm: RS (1- [0.595x10 -8 (Wt/W) TW] , _
where: t
R = overall probability of successful system operation _'
m _:
R = system reliability (from Figure E-l)
; T = mission time, days
Wt - armour weight, pounds
W = fluid weight, pounds per hour. !:
Conclusions and Recommendations
The inherent reliability of each of the systems analyzed is high for short mission times.





In those systems that are cascaded (as in Systems No. 2 and No. 3), it is
recommended that all compressors be driven by a single power source. Use of a
single power source in a cascade system will preclude the necessity that two puwer
sources operate successfully throughout the mission. Where more than one corn-
pressor is used in any co:npression stage, it is recommended that compressor
capacity be great enough to allow continued system operation at reduce_ performance
levels if one of the compressors should fall.
Continued effort should be expended in the development of reliability trade-off
parameters that can be used in heat pump system designs. Results of this study
would present the system designer with a means of measuring the relative increases
in reliability available versus increases in system weight for various combinations
of redundant components. A generalized maintainability model should also be developed
to provide information such as sybtem mean-time-between-maintenance; optimization
of numbers and kinds of spares required for a given mission; and average times
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Figure E-1. System Reliability (P'S) Vs. Mission Time
(Excluding Probability of Meteoritic Damage)
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